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ADVANCED TO HIGH POSITION

Mountain Fires

Richard R. Snow, Native Of Rockland, Is

Brush Blaze Started From a
Campfire Called Out Two
Departments, Volunteers

Named Assistant To Vice President

Of American Steel & Wire

Richard R. Snow

Richard R. Show, formerly of
Rockland, has been advanced to
assistant to the vice-president, of
operations of the American Steel
& Wire Division of U. S. Steel.
Mr. Snow will be In charge ln
a staff capacity for American Steel
Si Wire "hot" operations In 14 mills
in nine cities, Including the open
hearths, rolling and rod mills.
He was born in St. George, Me,
in 1907 and attended Rockland
High School, Colby College, the

Selectees Leave
Twelve From Knox County
Report At Fort Williams
8aying farewell to 12 selectees at
the office of Local Board No. 7,
Rockland, Monday arternoon was
a committee of three veterans rep
resenting Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Post, American Legion, who appear
ed to extend the greetings of the
post membership to the young men
leaving who themselves are about
to become veterans of military ser-

WANTED
Young Man for Stock Room
Steady Job For the Right Party.

VAN BAALEN HEILBRUN
& 00

InC'

36-tf

U. S. Naval Academy ind Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology,
where he received his BS. in me
chanical engineering.
He started as a millwright helper
in the Worcester American Steel
plant in 1933. In 1938 he was made
a foreman ln the bloom mill and
ln 1938 was transferred to the
Cleveland offlce as a student ap
prentice ln Industrial relations.
He returned to Worcester in 1939 as
assistant superintendent of the
open hearth and rolling mill and
went back to Cleveland as division
metallurgist In 1941. In 1944. Mr.
Snow was made division superin
tendent of the “hot” mills in Joliet,
HI., and became superintendent
there in 1947
He is a director of the Joliet As
sociation of Commerce, member of
the New Lenox, Ill., School Board,
Elks, American Iron and Steel In
stitute and Zeta Psi Fraternity.
Mr. Snow is married to the for
mer Edith Childs of Putnam,
Conn., and they have two sons.
Mr. Snow is a son of ex-tMayor
Carleton F Snow and the late Mrs.
Snow of Talbot avenue. It Is an
Interesting
circumstance
that
Rockland has had a vice president
of American Steel & Wire Division
of U. S. Steel in the person of
John May and now Mr. Snow has
been advanced to assistant to the
vice president.

vice.
Formed at the recommendation of
post chaplain George Wood the
committee was appointed by Post
Commander Harold Kaler and pre
sented to those leaving gifts of
appropriate books and messages of
encouragement. As soon as a supply
of cards has been received from the
National headquarters of the Legion
each departing selectee will be giv
en a courtesy card entitling him to
the privileges of Legion homes
nearest his station, wherever that
may be.
Chaplain Wood, who is the minis
ter of the First Universalist Church
of Rockland, also holds a commis
sion as Lieut. Commander ln the
Chaplain Corps of the Naval Re
serve. Serving with him on tlie
committee art Ervin Curtis, Lieut.
Cdr. Jasper Akers, USN. Ret., Rob-
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RUMMAGE SALE

?

UNDERCROFT
St. Peter's Episcopal Church

SATURDAY, MARCH 28
AT 9 0 CLOCK
36*38
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SAVE $250# ON TV \

ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS

$5 00 per year
<2 50 six m«nU3a

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

Lobstermen and Dealers Fail To Agree

Volume 108, Number 36

OWL'S HEAD FIRE TALK TOMORROW
Citizens To Gather To Study Future Of

Fire Protection For the Town

It took the combined efforts of
the Rockland and Thomaston Fire
departments, with extra manpower
being furnished by members of!
Wlnslow-Holtrook-Merritt Post of
the American Legion, to extinguish
a brush Are on the slope of Dodge's i
Mountain Sunday, about noon
The flrst alarm was received at j
1.20 p. m„ and three pieces of Rock- j
land equipment responded. The
Are had been started when a small .
cook-out Are, on which two teen
aged Scouts were preparing ham- I
burger, bacon and other fixings for i
their Sunday dinner, got out of i
control. One of the boys gave the
alarm while the other did what he
could to control the flames until i
help arrived. Both reported to po
lice on arrival.
Requiring additional manpower;
to man Indian tanks, brooms and !
wet sacks Chief Van E. Russell i
caused the American Legion call to
be sounded on the dlaphone and'
requested the Thomaston Fire De
partment to attack the Are from!
that town's side of the mountain, i
Ben Dowling, local chief of Civil
Defense Forces had his crews
standing by in case of need. Quick
and efficient action by the fire
fighters extinguished
the blaze
within an hour and a half.
No houses were In the path of the
Are and damage was negligible.
Monday afternoon brought a re
peat performance of Sundays do
ings. There was another brush Are.
in practically the same location,
atop Benner Hill, just off West
Meadow Road. Three pieces of ap
paratus responded and the Ameri
can Legion members were again
called out to furnish manpower.
About 20 acres were burned over
yesterday while Sunday’s blaze
spread out over IS acres.
Fire Chief Van E. Russell rennewed his many previous warnings.
Don't start any outdoor Ares with
out first obtaining permission from
the Are house. The man on waich
there knows the conditions, knows
whether or not equipment would
be available should the Are get out
of control, and is best qualified to
determine the feasibility of having
an outdoor Are at that time.

Owl’s Head citizens meet in a
public session Wednesday evening
at 7 o’clock to discuss the problem
of fire protection for the commun
ity, created by Rockland’s ultima
tum that the town take steps to
protect itself, at least against
small fires, within 60 days
The meeting, which precedes a
special town meeting set for next
Monday evening, has been called
by the selectmen who are to pre
sent the situation from all angles.

Head people became alarmed at the
prospect of being without fire pro
tection in two months and, natur
ally, became aroused at what
looked to be, at the moment, a sit
uation impossible to overcome In
SO days.
Since then, officials of the city
government have indicated that a
start to procure equipment within
the stipulated period would meet
the terms of the official letter sent
Owl’s Head officials.

An Insurance Man Comments

Rated Truck It«ommended

Persons connected with the fire
Edward C. Moran, Rockland
insurance firm executive, and for insurance field have observed that
mer head of the Rockland City in purchasing equipment, the town
Council, makes several observations officers should take the advice of
relative to the situation, which the Fire Rating Bureau ln order
that the equipment would meet
follows:
“The service of the Rockland standards and would be credited
Fire Department has no effect on fire insurance rates
Others have brought out the
whatever upon non-farm fire in
Photo bv Cullen
fact that a water main runs from
Prominent in the discussions between dealers and fishermen In Rockland Monday were, left surance rates anywhere in the
to right: E. W. Clark of Port Clyde, Leslie Dyer of Vlnalhaven, Harold Look. Rockland and Francis M. Town of Owl’s Head except for the Ingraham Hill to the airport and
Simpson of Corea
properties which are located within might be tapped at intervals to
500 feet of either of the two hyd set up hydrants to serve at least a
part of the town.
rants at Ingraham’s Hill.
Town Meeting 30th
Meeting At Rockland Monday Covered Buy A Newspaper On the other hand, if the Town
of Owl's Head sees fit to organize
The situation alii be talked
Are department of its own, with over Wednesday evening and will
Industry Problems But Failed To
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stans aapproved
equipment and service, be followed by a. special town
bury Of Rockland Take
all Owl’s Head property located meeting in the Central School
Change Fishermen's Position
Over Yarmouth “Talk
within three miles of the building Monday evening March 30 at 7
containing such equipment (in p. m. At this time, the town's
Of the Towns”
other words, a large proportion of official action will be taken.
Better Understanding
Lobster fishermen and lobster
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Stansbury
However, it was apparent that of Talbot avenue have bought from the property in the town) would
dealers from all sections of the
have lower fire insurance rates
Union Officials
coast sat down yesterday afternoon the two groups had a much better Pete Tully the weekly newspaper
than they would have without such
and talked over their problems on understanding og one another’s Yarmouth "Talk of the Towns." Mr. local fire department.
the increase in measure—and got problems when the meeting ended Stansbury has had considerable
The Insurance rate angle, there Selectmen Name Constables
up three hours later Just about than at any time in the past.
newspaper experience with the field fore, argues ln favor of the estab
and Other Town Officers
as far apart as ever.
Dealers were represented by Har in Chicago and New York, but the lishment by the Town of Owl’s
At a meeting held ln the Thorn old Look. Gilbert. Barker ar.d A. C Talk of the Towns will have Mrs. Head, of Its own fire depart
The selectmen of Union have
dike Hotel, dealers and flshermen McLoon of Rockland. Maurice Heil- Stansbury as editor and publisher ment.
made known their appointments of
discussed the proposed Increase of off of Camden, Clifton Look of as Mi-. Stansbury will spend his
There are three other reasons— officers of the North Knox com
one-sixteenth of an Inch In cara Addison and Francis M. Simpson time as public relations director all more important than insurance munity for the coming year. In
pace measure on minimum size of Corea. Attorney for the group for the Dragon Portland Cement rates—that argue ln favor of Owl’s cluded in the list of community
Maine lobsters. The meeting was was Edward Gignoux of Portland. Company.
Head having its own department. officials are Mrs. Margaret Gleaby mutual agreement and was in
The new editor and publisher will
Speaking on behalf of the fish
First, a local department quickly *1 *°uMarion Alden, Mrs. Martended to see if lt was possible to ermen were Leslie Dyer of Vinal be recognized as the charming on the scene of a fire may save tha Fuller and Mrs. Gertrude Dan
arrive at some agreement on the haven. E. W. Clark of Port Clyde, young woman who for the past lives on that account.
forth,
bill which is now being held on the Clyde Young of Matinicus, Sidney fortnight has been clattering away
Second, more property should be
Constables of the town include
table in legislature waiting the Davis of Port Clyde as well as At in the front office of The Courier- saved, as a blaze promptly extin- Philip Lonn. Charles Smith, Clar
Gazette on special assignment. The i gulshable by an efficient local de
out come of the meeting.
torney Grossman.
ence Leonard, and Allen Young
In the closing minutes of the Would Have Liked Earlier Meeting Courier will bring out a special edi partment quickly on the scene, can with J. N. Mailhotte being named
session, Alan Grossman of Rock
Leslie Dyer said that he was tion ln the near future commemor grow Into a much larger fire before as sealer of weights and measures.
land, spokesman and attorney for sorry that the meeting had not ating the 26th anniversary of the an out-of-town fire department
Named to the posts of fence
the fishermen informed the deal been held a month or six weeks Dragon Portland Cement Co., and can reach the scene.
viewers
were: Allen Young and
ert Graves and Harold Wigglr..
ers that his clients were adamant ago which would have given time Mrs. Stansbury, “Janie" to the
Third, the out-of-town (Rock David Oarroll.
Selectees leaving yesterday for in their demands that the legal
staff, has been on that project The
to present the findings of the group
land) fire department might be
Surveyors of wood, bark and
Induction center, U. S. Army, Fort minimum remain as it has been ln
I Stansburys carry the best wishes
to legislature. He commented that
unavailable to Owl’s Head some lumber are: Frank Calderwood,
; of the staff of this newspaper on
Williams, were reported last week the past; three and one-eighth
he believed the meeting to be an
time when badly needed, because it George Oliver, James Dornan and
their new venture.
by this newspaper. They Included inches.
advance in relations between buy
may otherwise be engaged, either Ralph Starred.
Mr.
Tully,
former
properletor
of
Victor Raymond Malmstrom, Rich
IJttle Possibility of Change
ers and fishermen.
| the Talk of the Towns has always is a sizeable Rockland fire, or at
ard Alton Warren, Walter John
Inasmuch as a legislative com
He said that any decision reached had a flair for political writing and a fire in another adjacent town
QUESTION NOT
Smith, Jr., Weston Oeorge Dear
mittee has already reported unani at the meeting would have to be now leaves his newspaper to enter Rockland has contracted to serve.
Question Not, but live and labor.
born, Gilbert Charles Laite, James
mously in favor of the fishermen, carried back to the fishermen for the political field in an excellent
If those reasons do not appeal
Till your goal be won.
Theodore Anderson, Leverett Austin
following a meeting at Augusta approval; a thing which he ex position in another state.
to the citizens of Owl’s Head as Helping every feeble neighbor.
Robinson, Neil Somes Jackson,
Seeking help from none.
last week, there is little chance pressed willingness to do.
suffletent for the establishment of
Oeorge Kermit Lindahl. Philip
Life is mostly froth and bubble,
that the bill will pass this term.
their
own
Fire
Department,
then
Industry
Problems
Discussed
the Maritime Provinces.'
Herrick Montgomery, Neil Wallace
Two things stand like stone—
they can probably work out a mu
Various phases of the Industry
Libby, Jr., Keith Douglas Allen.
Kindness in another's trouble.
Canadian Meat Competition
tually satisfactory agreement with
were
discussed
at
length
with
the
Courage in our own.
Robert Allen Keating, a volun
The subject of Canadian meat
result that It was agreed generally importations was brought up. It the City of Rockland for the serv
—Adam Lindsey Gordon.
teer for enlistment. Joined the party
that efforts should be made to have was pointed out that the Canadian ice of the Rocklaftd Fire Depart
here for the trip to Fort Williams.
a uniform measure for marketable packaged meat is from lobsters ment. Hundreds if not thousands AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVON»BK«Bk
lobsters from New Jersey, or into | illegal In this State, and others, as of such agreements are now in
For social items in The Courierforce all over the United States.
Gazette, Phone 1044, City
tf
! the provinces have a two and
That agreement, of course, must
I three-eights inch measure for
be based upon the Rockland ordi
i packing.
CHILDREN'S
nance (Section 105 of Chapter 5)
Try Our Welcome!
Rummage Sale
A pending federal measure to which directs that the city charge
prevent this competition to Maine
SHOES
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
SATURDAY, MARCH 28
such hourly, mileage and other
11 A. M. and 7J0 P. M.
; dealers was approved. A double charges as to cover operating ex
AT 9 A. M. — AT THE
gauge law ln Massachusetts was rePALM SUNDAY
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH I vealed as being in the making and pense and depreciation of equip
37-38
ment. The actual complete cost of
was approved by the group as a a fire department run to Owl's
Sponsored by Owl’s Head School
whole
Improvement League. Clothing
Head would surprise many, and
May Be At Peak Catch
of course that cost should be re
for Easter, Dishes and Many
SUCH HOMBtttUTY.'.'
j Clifton Look of Addison, one of covered ln the contract, as other
Other Useful Artlclea
35-37 : Maine's largest handlers of lob- wise the citizens of Rockland would
be paying for Owl’s Head fire pro
(Continued on Page Three)
tection. Owl's Head recognizes
I this principle, a contract being now
ln effect.
If the service contract (not only
with Owl’s Head, but also with
other towns) has been revised re! oently to reflect present-day costs,
We Feature the
i it would seem that Owl’s Head
Following Brands of
would save money by at least hav
CHILDREN'S SHOES
ing enough equipment to handle
A To E Widths
j very small fires.
JUMPING JACKS
In any event, that is a business
; matter between the two localities,
PROUD FIT
which seems capable of easy ad
SANDLER “JUNIORS”
justment, without necessity or deLITTLE STUDENTS
1 sirability of any sensational pub
ORTHOPEDIC
OPENING SOON
licity or bad feelings."

NEW

HUBBARD'S

LUNCHEONETTE

Corner of Lindsey and Main Sts.

MEREDITH Has a Staff Of Expertly
Trained TV Men To Give You

Complete Service Day and Night!
Buy a Famous Name TV Set and
SAVE $25.00 ON INSTALLATIONS

WE USE TOP QUALITY MATERIAL ONLY!

MEREDITH Furniture Co.
313-315 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 1425
ROCKLAND, MAINE
96-lt

FORMERLY CHISHOLM'S SPA

TEL. 1305 - G

36-lt
Without Obligation Please Quote on Dura Aluminum
( ) Door Hood ( I Door ( I Windows ( ) Awnings I ) Blinds
( ) Siding
( 1 Roof
NAME ___________

.... ADDRESS

Quality Shoe Shop
D, J. CHISHOLM, Prop.

310 MALN STREET

36-it
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Lays the Destructive Egg

FOR BONDED FUR STORAGE

— MAN WANTED —
Pleasant tales contact work in Rockland area. Must be
ambltloua and have pleasant personality. Salary $43.00 weekly,
plus car allowance to start. Rapid advancement. Contact

DURO ALUMINUM
Box 316 - Gardiner, Me.

Now Is the Time the Moth

A 6tart May Suffice

There have been many discus
sions on the situation since Owl’s
Head officials made known the in
tent of the city officers. Owl’s

CALL 541

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON furriers
36-37

36-lt
. .. » .

POSTMASTERS' GALA MEETING

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

View Grange—Excellent Program

—Future Plans
A Joint meeting of Knox and I May 3, just before its re-opening
Waldo County Postmasters wa.< date. The meeting broke up at a
late hour, with everybody voting it
held at Grand View Grange, Bel
a huge success.
fast, Thursday evening with some
The records of the meeting
40 postmasters and guests in at
showed the following persons pres
tendance. A meat loaf supper with
ent:
all the trimmings was served by a
Postmasters: Bernard A. Davis.
committee from the Grange. Ar
Norridgewock; Elena B Shute. Act
rangements were under the direc
ing, Belfast; O. V. Drew, Vinal
tion of Miss Elena Shute. acting
haven. E. N. Hobbs. Hope; Chris
postmaster of Belfast. After the
tine Davis, Eliot; Katherine C. Pul
supper the postmasters adjourned sifer, Limington; Bertha L Bor
to the lodge room on the second gerson, Owls Head: David Pollock,
floor, where the business meeting South Thomaston: Georgia K
was held.
Bean. Stockton Springs; Enid
President Cyril Hopper of the
Monaghan, Port Clyde; Beulah
Waldo County unit welcomed the
Allen. Acting, Tenant's Harbor; Ena
delegation from Knox.
Special
B. Hawkins. St. George; Cyril Hop
mention was made of Postmasters per, Lincolnville Hilliard Spear,
Christine Davis of Eliot and Kath Warren: Grace L. Harriman. Sears
erine pulsifer of Limington who
port; Myrtle S. Hardy, Freedom;
made the trip halfway across the
Lawrence M. Glidden, Palermo.
state to be at the meeting. Post
Guests: Gladys Davis, Norridge
masters who had never attended wock Wilfred Hobbs. Hope; A B
such a meeting before were given Borgerson. Owl’s Head; Mrs. David
a round of applause. Keith Mona Pollock. Mrs Mary Young. South
ghan of Port Clyde favored the Thomaston; Lula A. Black. Stockgathering with a couple of trumpet ton Springs; Howard Monaghan.
solos, accompanied on the piano by Keith Monaghan, Port Clyde; Ger
his mother. P. M. Enid Monahgan. trude Hopper, Lincolnville; June R.
William Vaughn of the Belfast Champlin, Jr., Joyce R. Champlin,
post office clerical force had on Rockland; Ada F. Spear, Warren;
display a large assortment of In William Vaughn, Carl R. Hanson,
dian relics which he described and Mrs. Carl R. Hanson, Clara Ham
explained the use of as practiced mons, Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute,
by the Aborigines. Mr Vaughn is Mr. and Mrs. William Norris, Bel
an old sidekick of Rockland's Mu fast; Leola M. Brock, Searsport;
seum Director Wendell Hadlock, Mrs. Elsie Flye. Freedom; Marie P.
having accompanied him on sev
Glidden, Palermo.
eral of his relic hunting expedi
tions. Mr. Vaughn explained that
he first became a collector through At Cascade Alleys ,
______
I
the discovery that his own farm
was a veritable storehouse of the Week Of Hectic Bowling
valuable relics.
Recorded In Vinalhaven
State Secretary Bertha Borgerson
League
was welcomed back to the collective
arms of the postmasters after a so
Watch That Sutliffe Roll ’Em!
journ in a Bangor hospital. State
It was just too bad for the Gan
President Bernard Davis of Nor
ders
Wednesday night when they
ridgewock spoke briefly on ar
rangements that have been made stacked up against the Ducks for
the horse feathers championship,
for the annual Postmasters Meet
for It turned out that the Ducks
ing sponsored by P. M. Harold
were the real heavyweights while
Weeks of Augusta and set for April
the Ganders were tout feather |
10. and the State Convention at
weights. The Ducks waddled off
Augusta in June. Postmaster O. V.
with all five points, giving the Gan
Drew of Vinalhaven, editor of the
ders a 141 pin beating as well as a
State Chapter paper, “The Pine
hard time and a coat of tar and
Cone postmaster." who has recent
feathers. Poole led the attack for
ly been appointed as a member of the Ducks with a' 297 total but his
the Education Committee of the
high single of 109 was topped by
Association, told of some of the one pin by Tibbitts who proved un
activities of this committee and its usually strong and landed second
plans for the future. June R. place with a 286 Sutliffe bowling
Champlin, Jr., of the Postal Trans as sub for Grimes showed that he
portation Service was called upon is not long for the lead off berth
and spoke on some of the aspects by turning in bigger and better
of his department
scores all the time. He will soon
It was voted by both county units work himself out of a job and have
to skip the regular April meetings to take on bigger fish if he doesn't
on account of the Augusta meeting come down to earth.
and to hold another Joint meeting
As for the Ganders, the less said
in Lincolnville at the Beach Inn, about them the better, although
they did make a good try ln the
last string and it looked as if they
artesian wells
might win one point until Don
Poole put on steam and smothered
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
their hopes with his 109 string in
DRILLERS SINCE 1913
his last effort. Mike Williams, who
Islesboro
Tel. Dark;'Hhr. 74-3
65tf came down from North Haven to be
ln the fracas, was a bit late and by

& Co.

IN WRONG—BUT WE ARE PROUD OF THEM
Two eleven year old boys voluntarily confessed to police
that they were the unintentional cause of Sunday's multiple
alarm fire at the Meadows. They are Boy Scouts and were
in the area on a two-boy cookout, loaded with hamburgers,
rolls and the usual eookout gear. In the midst of their fun
came bad trouble—their fire got away from them and in
minutes was a serious involvement.
Here is where their Scout training came to the fore,—
instead of fleeing in panic before the enormity of their negli
gence. they faced the problem and one did his best to cope
with the blaze while the other ran to summon professional
help. When firemen and police arrived the boys went straight
to the authorities and told their story without evasion or
excuse.
The nub of the situation is in the splendid demonstra
tion of the teachings of Boy Scouting given by these boys.
In the emergency they acted promptly and intelligently.
When the situation was under control they admitted their
responsibility for the dangerous fire without equivocation.
To be sure they had made a serious error but they made
amends as wisely as any two adults could have done, and
then faced the music like men. We are frankly proud of
these boys.
But—we cannot help but wonder if the parents of these
boys informed them of the many warnings issued through
this newspaper and other mediums against outdoor fires at
this time of year.
Surely the parents knew of the boys' plans when they
packed their supplies. To let them proceed without caution
indicates a lack of responsibility on the part of these parents.
CLEAR THINKING AND ADULT ACTION
This greater community has been far more deeply stirred
than the facts warrant in the present contretemps between
this city and tjie neighboring town of Owl's Head. There Is
no fundamental difference of opinion between the authori
ties of the two municipalities in the matter of fire protection
and no point on which a joint committee could not agree
after discussion, because all the men involved are reasonable
and concerned with the public welfare.
It is senseless to say all is happiness and light between
the two communities. Many Rockland citizens resent the
great exodus of their neighbors to Owl's Head, and are irked
by the triumphant cries of “Low Taxes” from that town. The
fire protection at low cost enters the picture. Owl’s Head
naturally wants to protect Its advantage and voices the feel
ing that they pay plenty for fire protection and give great
commercial benefits to Rockland. ,
Looking at the situation in retrospect a year hence, we
will wonder why people became so excited and why all the
unfounded and highly personal stories of unfair activities
and jealousies should be given any credence. This newspaper
has unqualified, seven-day-a-week confidence in City Mana
ger Frederick Farnsworth, and every member of the Council
is a long time friend of the writer and holds the same high
place ln his esteem. Had a long and heartening talk with
the First Selectman of Owl's Head, Avard Walker. He is
straight thinking, steady, one who seeks peace, but would
never run away from a good scrap—a man to ride the river
with. The men on his board are well and favorably known
to the writer.
To these two groups The Courier-Gazette looks for an
immediate Joint meeting and a prompt settlement of the ex
isting problem. Neither Mr. Farnsworth nor any member of
the Council considered for one instant his misunderstood let
ter to mean that Rockland would leave her sister community
without fire protection, and Mr. Farnsworth’s intent was to
hasten the start of arrangements for a truck and organiza
tion to deal with minor grass and chimney fires.
Sunday's multiple alarm woods fire lent point to Mr
Farnsworth's call for action by Owl's Head in its own behalf
A blaze In the village at that time would have left the situ
ation there hopeless. One small truck of standard equip
ment, housed at “the Head" could have handled that Involve
ment, at least until help could have been obtained.
No member of the Owl’s Head Board but wants to do the
fair and proper thing to start the solution of the problemno force or pressure ls intended by either group, hence the
plea for a joint meeting and agreement immediately.
The necessity for haste revolves around the mass meeting
planned for March 25 The thought is clearly to give oppor
tunity for the overheated among the citizens to blow off
steam and to separate the many wild stories in circulation
from the true facts, before the special town meeting. Never
theless, the real hazard rests in the mass meeting, not in the
actual solution of the case A mass meeting is always a
potential danger, an invention of the devil, whereby fair and
impartial citizens at times get emotionally stirred and give
utterance to words they may well regret the rest of their days.
Gentlemen of the respective boards, once more we ask for
prompt, clear, thinking and adult action.

Cap'n Wymie Mops 'Em Up!

hallicrafters

The Worms increased their lead
in the Vinalhaven bowling league
last week when on Monday night
they took four points from the Pi
rates. who made quite a bid for the
match, but just could not gather
the necessary timber. Captain Wy
..I, $249.95
mie led his wigglers with a 286 to-'
WHneu the brilliant, almost unbelievable performance of Hallicrafters quality
tal while Capt. Vic Shields of thej
television in your home—rely on Hallicrafters 19 years of building precision
military communications equipment for the signal corps, air corps and navy.
Pirates took high single and placed
Witness what this experience means in clarity, and steadiness of picture. In
second on total. “Sparky” Adams
absence of meaningless gadgets... perfection of sound... unequalled distance
got his points together and gener
and fringe area reception with trouble-free performance.
ated enough electricity to smack
Witness television perfection so superior that it is offered with a full yeaf
out a 93 ln his second string, which
guaran^p.
HALLICRAFTERS precision built television offers you a written war
was still short of that long await
ranty on all parts for one full year, from date of purchase at no extra
ed 100 that Frankie hopes to hit.
cost! You take no chances on costly replacements with Hallicrafters.
Ivan Olson won the booby prize
with his three 75 strings and 225
Precision engineering thanked by thousands of G. I.'s total, while Old Timer Link San
Precision engineering respected and used

Guarantee—ALL

PARTS

FOR

One Family House For Sale

ONE FULL YEAR.

A. C. McLOON & CO.
gOCKLANO
■

—

TEL 51_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MAINE
"

Central Location. May Readily Be Suited
To Two or Three Family Use.
TELEPHONE 34-W - ROCKLAND

A WEEK

Y

4

request?

>

OVER A MILLION
LX) ANS made at femmat
last year to employed
men and women — mar
ried and single — in all
walks of life.

If you are steadily employed and
can handle convenient monthly
payments, chances for a prompt
“yes” are excellent. Phone first
for one-visit loan. Write or come
in to /iiicnoZ today. See why so
many agree, “Ifs
formal to be sure!”
Loans $1000 and less

FINANC!
COM PA NV

OF MAINE

Write or Phone

I»4 FU»f • 'Fsresmrtk M*mriil BIQ
356 MAIN STREET

W. J. French
HIGH STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
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CRIDIT PIAN

We can also use quite a fewmore of the wooden spindle bark
benches.
If you really want to get the
top prices for any antiques you
have for sale, marble-top tables
included—then by all means get
my bid on them before you tell.

HOUSE FOR SALE

THE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL

.750
1
The MCRR kept rolling along this summer. Several towns in the Mahoney
750
1
Tuesday night as they took the Knox-Lincoln area have already j Smith
500
2
indicated
interest.
Teel
j Water Company for five points.
500
2
A general meeting on Pony Flanagan
They came out with a 104 pin edge League will be held in Thomaston
.500
2
Robinson
as they coasted along with no at the American Legion Hall on Trask
000
4
trouble as H Doak led them with April 3 at 7.30 p. m. It is hoped
Your writer feels that this sort of
285 ar.d a single of 105 by Robin that Thomaston. Rockland, Waldo thing is an excellent idea Not only
son was high. Melvin once again boro, Rockport, Camden, Jefferson, do you turn up good basketball
led the Water Company in defeat Union, Warren, Appleton, Friend players for coming seasons, but
j with his 265 and single of 92. In ship and any other interested. some boys are given an opportunity
j the other match the Legion took towns will have representatives on J tn nlav who otherwise might never
I the hot and cold IOOF on one of hand.
! their bad nights, three points to , In Rockport Friday night, a Pony
Quick Notes
two. Nute had high single of 115 ’ League meeting was held with the
High school coaches please send
and total of 284 for the Legion and i following in attendance: Henry
baseball schedules to The Courier! Bill Makinen led the IOOF with
Fisher, John Annis, Darrell Pound, Gazette office as soon as possible,
283 and tied his brother with 97 for Arthur Freeman, Doug Ladd, May
care of Bill Judkins.
the single. The Legion took this in nard Graffam. Tom Farley, Ham
There will be a Suburban Little
Bill Judkins
the strength of a good second Alexander, Stub Wheeler and Bill
League meeting April 1, the place,
string
and
held
off
the
rest
of
the
William R. (Bill) Judkins, coach
Judkins A discussion on players Camden YMCA Time, 7 p. m.
and playing field was held.
of the Rockport girls basketball way for a 17 pin decision.
Thursday night all matches were
Another Rockport meeting is
Read The Courier-Gazette
team and a leader ln Little League canceled but on Friday night the
slated
for the high school on Fri
affairs last year in' the Rockport Independent-Gulf clash took over
area, has Joined the staff of The In a match which started out as a day at 7.30 p m. Parents of 13-14
NOTICE
Courier-Gazette as a sports writer. rout by the Independents as they year old boys are asked to be presHuntley-Hill Post, V. F. W„ will
' ent as well as all other Interested
He now teaches the fifth and i took the first string by 59 pins and
have joint meeting Tuesday, March
sixth grades in Rockport schools lost the next by one, turned into a fans.
24 and Sunday, March 29 at 2 p.
With all major school sports at m. All members are urged to
and will, become principal of the i dog fight as the Gulf came back
town’s new central school when it ; in good style with Danielson roll- a standstill. Tiger basketball coach, attend.
35-36
Mike DiRenzo is carrying on a post
opens in the fall.
I ing 121 but the Independents rally
Bill graduated from Cony High pulled them back up and they won season basketball league at the
School in the Class of 1M7 and at the total by 18 pins. The two top Community Building. With some
fi 5 ■ ■
f-K" !i'fiii.KOW
tended Farmington State Teachers bowlers in the league tangled in i 130 junior and senior high school
FRIENDLIEST
I
boys
taking
part.
Mike
is
uncover

College for two years, and has since this one and F Perry rolled 301 and
attended summer schools at the take over the high average with ing some valuable material for fu
University of Maine and Farming- 93.5 as his opponent. L. Drinkwater ture years Thirteen teams make
up the two leagues. With the
It: TOWN!
ton.
,
rolled 288 and dropped down to
He will cover sports events gen 99 2 Perry also had high single of schedule half completed, here are
erally in the fields of school athlet 116 to take honors for the Inde the standings.
ics and will continue into the sum pendents as R Danielson had a to
Senior League
mer months with semi-pro base tal of 314 to go with his 121 for all
Pet.
L
W
ball. He will be looking for news the Gulf honors. This was by far Engineers
1000
0
3
TERMS AS LOW
of sports in general in the Coastal not their best totals as the Indies Slow Pokes
1000
0
3
Area and may be reached through hit 1413 and the Gulf hit 1395 Crackerbralns
.500
0
2
|25
The Courier-Gazette or at hls which is way down for these top
.500
2
2
Eagles
home.
.500
two teams. The Gulf and Inde Littlefield
2
2
000 BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
pendents seem to be in the rolloffs Little Seven
3
0
allright but the next four teams are Sea Scouts
.000 470 Main Street
3
0
Rifle Club
Rockland. Me.
ln a dogfight for the next two po
Tel. 677
Junior High League
sitions.
Six Point Win At Jackson In the other match of the eve The Junior High League, coached
Prepared Shooters For ning the Shells had trouble taking
the second string but managed to ln their banquet money as soon as
Hyde Windlass Tonight
squeek it out by 11 pins and con possible. Thanks
Eleven of the Rockland Rifle tinued on to take all flve points.
Club members shot ln a return E Cook led the Shells wdth a single
shoulder to shoulder match with of 130 and a total of 327. No other
SUPPER AND MEETING
eight members from the Great man has over 100 in the whole
Farms Culb at Jackson Friday. match as Sleeper took honora for
Knox County Fish and Game Assn.
Rockland’s tpam won by six points. the Eastern Tire with 94 for sin
Five high scores for each team a gle and 273 for the three. The
MT. PLEASANT GRANGE — WEST ROCKPORT
total of 10 shots prone and 10 shots Shells thus add five more points
off hand were:
to their total and stay right in the
THURSDAY, MARCH 26
Great Farms; Eph Small, 188; Al running.
CHICKEN SUPPER 6.45 P. M
MEETING 8.15
Littlefield, 188; Dick McGray, 186;
In matches this week the Water
Owen Paul, 186; Cliff Nickerson, Company meets the Legion Crew
Interesting Business and Entertainment Program
181; total. 931.
on Tuesday and the 40&8 meet
Speaker: Deputy Commissioner Earl Bradbury
Roekland; Don
Huntley, 190; those ever dangerous IOOF. Then
36-lt
Mary Brown. 190; Verna Jones. 187; Thursday night the Independents
Allen Dart, 186; Wes Young, 184; clash with Eastern Tire and Gulf
total. S37.
meet Birdseye And on Friday night
A match with Hyde Windlass is the match of the week with the
scheduled for tonight at Bath.
Elks and MCRR meeting ln what
could be a big one for either team
A win for the Elks would really
"Rockland Cup"
hurt the MCRR and give the Elks
a big boost up the ladder. In the
Local Post Giving Corps other match the Shells will try to
take a fistfull from the Van Baalen
Trophy To State Champs
team.
At June Convention
Their are now ten matches to be
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Post made up. It is hoped that some of
American Legion, the host post ot these may be made up before the
ted to donate a cup to be presented end of the season. For instance the
the 1953 State Convention, has vo- Legion and $0&8 could make up
to the winning Qiass A drum corps theirs as a late match on Tuesday
champion at the Rockland Con as both teams will be there.
vention on Sunday June 21.
Legior.-MCRR, two matches; InThis cup will be known as “The dependents-Water Co.; Elks-Water
Rockland Cup” and will be held Co.; Shells-Legion; 40&8-Legion;
each year by the champion corps Elks-Gulf; 4C&8-Van Baalen; Elksand will be a rotating cup. The Birdseye; Gulf-Water Oo.
cup will be inscribed with the
E. R. Cook. Sec.
name of the winning corps and
Note: It is requested by the trea
presented at the contest by the surer that all Captains please turn
post commander
This cup is presented by the post
in memory of two of its past com
manders. Hector G. Staples and
Augustus B. Huntley who did so
much in the State to promote drum
corps contests.

born got a round of applause for
his 275 total that gave him third
place. Those Worms are still ahead,
covering a lot of ground and
throwing a lot of dirt. Score
Worms vs Pirates:
Worms—Adams 248, Bickford
253, Johnson 274. Loveless 247. Wy
mie 286, total 1308.
Pirates—Sutliffe 250, Olson 225,
Peacock for Peterson 259. Sanborn
Cushing. We express our sympathy
275, Shields 280. total 1289
to Mr. Crute and family.
James Heiser is having a fire
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Ethelin Hupper was confined to place built at hls home. Myron Neal
the house last week with Virus and and helpers of the village ls doing
was attended by Dr. Campbell of the work.
No snow is to be seen. River free
Warren.
of ice and some has reported seeing
A. L. Burns was in Boston last
robins and wild geese.
week.
Mr and Mrs Ralph Simmons of
Passenger car horns manufac
Boothbay, John Haskell of North tured by Delco-Remy Division of
Waldoboro. Roy Vose and children, General Motors are tuned to the
Betty, Beverly and Brenda of Plea musical notes E Flat and G. which
sant Point, Mr. and Mrs Arthur provide a pleasing tone and carry
Wyllie and children Barbafa and maximum distance
Duane of South Warren, was callers
at Frank Millers, Sunday.
Silie Hyler 'Back Road Cushing)
WANTED
is ill. We all wish him a speedy
recovery.
Right away I need a lot of
second hand commodes — the
This community was shocked by
I pay
the sudden death of Ina Crute at painted lift-top type.
$7.50 each for them.

by 89 countries and 33 governments for its record of per

Hallicrafter

MCRR Rolls Along

by high school varsity members
By Bill Judkins
Bowling Battles Increase In
Pony League baseball, designed presents the following standings for
Interest —Those Post
for boys in the 13 to M year age first round of play.
poned Games
Pet.
W
L
group, is likely to be started here

[EDITORIAL]

the time he arrived his team was
hopelessly outclassed. Mike came
bustling in all smiles but the smiles
turned to frowns as he heard the
bad news. “H-mtn," quote Mike,
looks to me as if I arrived just in
time to pay.”
Score Ganders vs Ducks:
Ganders—Williams 238, Drew
250. Peacock 229. Loveless for Arey
251. Rae 258, total 1226.
Ducks—Sutliffe for Grimes 248.
Tibbitts 286. Nelson 259, Smith 277.
Poole 297, total 1367.

A. C. McLoon

for their lives.

Sports Writer

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Enjoyed cr Rousing Session At Grand

formance.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events

DANGER IN KITE FLYING

'Social and community event*
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor Is final.]
March 26 — Supper-Meeting of
Knox County Pish & Game
Ass’n., Mt. Pleasant Grange Hall,
West Rockport.
March 27—Rubinstein Guest Eve
ning at Farnsworth Building.
.
March 27—Tyler School PTA
Pair
March 28—At the Baptist Church,
Warren, a concert by the Gordon
College Choir of Boston.
March 30-Aprll 3—Farm and Home
Week, at the University of
Maine
March 31—The Rockland Exten
sion Association will meet in the
Farnsworth Museum.
April 1—Canton Lafayette, 18, and
Auxiliary will meet, 6 30, Odd
Fellows Hall.
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
at 230 p. m.
April 6—Grand Army Day pbservance by Ruth Mayhew Tent,
D.U.V
April 9-10—Grade school operetta,
Rockland High auditorium.
April 10—Knox Shrine Club Ban
quet, Camden Snow Bowl
April 16—Annual banquet, Rock
land Fire Department.
April 17—At Camden Opera House,
3-act melodrama “The Great
Parish House Robbery” by the
Congregational Good Cheer Class
April 19—Patriots' Day.
April 24—Wedding Dress Parade at
Masonic Temple. Thomaston.
April 30—Community Concert at
Community Building, De Paur
Infantry Chorus
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 12, 13, 14—Business & Pro
fessional Women's Club, State
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 19-20-21 — American Leg'on
Convention in Rockland
July 4—Independence Day.
July 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods
Festival, Rockland.

Every parent with a child of
kite-flying age is hereby warned
of the extreme danger which ex
ists when kites are flown near
the Central Maine Power Com
pany transmission
lines. A
shocked and badly scared Pow
er Company employee saw boys
flying a kite over the 119,000
volt 'transmission line at the
Meadow’s yesterday. Had the
kite string come in contact with
the wires a fatality could well
have resulted
The request is urgently made
herewith
that
parents and
srhooi authorities warn all bo.vs
and girls of the great danger in
flying a kite in even the neigh
borhood of a power transmis
sion line.

8pecial meeting of Scottish Rites
Bodies Thursday, March 26. Begin
ning at 4 p. m„ at which time the
Fourteenth Degree will be con
ferred in full ceremonial form, with
appropriate music. Buffet supper
from 5.30 to 7 p. m. In the evening
at 8 o'clock promptly the Fifteenth
DegTee will be conferred at which
time Illustrious Frank Colman Al
len. 33 degree. Deputy for Maine,
will be present for his official vis
itation All Scottish Rite members
are cordially invited.
Mr and Mrs. Charles L. Bowen
of 112 North Main street will ob
serve their 50th wedding anniver
sary tomorrow night at their home
with their seven children and a few
intimate friends attending. Orig
inal plans had called for a much
larger group but this thought was
given up because of Mrs. Bowcn'e
poor health.

Mrs Joseph Soffayer is a surgi
cal patient at the Camden Com
munity Hospital.
Miss Lotte McLaughlin is a
guest at the Hotel Paris, West End
Avenue at 97th street, New York
City over Easter.

The St George Community Club
will present “Annual Cotton Town
Minstrel Show” March 27 and 28
at Tenant's Harbor.
Jimmy*Halligan, 22, Warren High
graduate and moundsman for the
Warren Tigers the past five years,
leaves Saturday for the Pittsburgh
Pirates tryout camp at Brunswick,
Ga. Halligan, a right hander weighs
195 and towers six three in height.
The invitation for the local semipro to try out came from Branch
Rickey, Jr., and George Staler mi
nor club manager and baseball
school director respectively for the
Pirates

GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY
At 7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Knights of Columbus
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RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPIIEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
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From the James S. Cousens real
estate agency comes report of these
recent sales: The Philip Campbell
property at Ash Point to Walter
and Catherine Sherman; the Fred
erick Scalise property at 80 Cam
den street to Morris H. and Helen
O Young; the Stanley L. Fish1
property on Glen street to Richard
and Dorothy Spear; the Lester L.
Smalley property at 21 Camden
street to Carroll L. and Julia E.
Cole and the Ignatius Gac prop
erty on Gay street to Herbert and
Evelyn Young.
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Maine Maritime Cadets Home From Cruise

Lobstermen
(Continued From Page One)
sters, observed that Maine has
reached its peak of production un
less a seed lobster program much
greater than that now In force is
instituted. He suggested the pur
chase of seed lobsters from the
Provinces if necessary. Maine’s
fisheries department spends but
$6500 per year in this field, accord
ing to Mr. Look.
Ten Day Study Suggested

-Three Town Study

Area School At Guilford
Studied By Committees
From Three Localities
Frank H Kent, superintendent of
schools in Guilford and Warren,
H. Pressley, Jr., principal of the
Piscataquis
Community
School
were speakers Friday night before
a meeting held at Union High
School for study cf the area high
school idea. The meeting was spon
sored by the work committee se
lected to study the Droject and
representing the towns of Union,
Warren, Cushing and Friendship.
Mr. Kent explained the setup ln
the Guilford district, movement
for which was culminated in 1948,
after three months of work, with a
district school serving four towns,
Guilford, Sangerville, Parkman and
Abbott, and embracing the seventh
and eighth grades as tfell as the
high school classes. Start toward
the project was made through the
work of committees he pointed out.
Mr. Pressley opened his talk with
the statement that a good plant is
excellent, but the curriculum in
side such a plant is of vast impor
tance too. "Our chief resource is in
our young people,” he said. "We
are selling them short in Maine.”
He explained clearly the curriculum
in the school, which includes an
excellent physical education course.
A question and answer period
followed Plans were made for the
April meeting to be held ln W-irren. A later meeting at Union will
have as guests, several pupils from
the Piscataquis Community School
at Guilford.
Charles By-bee, principal of
Union High School, was chairman
of the Friday night meeting.

At one time, it looked as if both
groups would agree to a 10-day
Registrations for the Legion con
vention here in June now total
period of study of the situation
nearly 200, an unusual number for
with another meeting to follow
12 weeks ahead of the actual
after the fishermen along the
dates of June 19, 20 and 21.
coast had been contacted as to
their opinions.
Whitney Wheeler, director of In
Francis Sinlpson of Corea, a
ternal Revenue for Maine was
buyer, advocated a committee of
speaker at Kiwanis Club Monday
four fishermen, three dealers and
evening He described the opera
Commissioner Robert Dow to study
tion of the Internal Revenue Ser
j all angles of the situation and revice as it is today, following its re
i port in 10 days His plan met with
organization the past year.
I favor in many quarters but was
One year ago—The Cavalcade of
I voted down by the fishermen in a
A handsome new soda fountain
Scouting was in full cry at Com
I closed session late ln the meeting,
is being Installed at Chisholm's.
munity Building.—Sisters, Patricia
j It was following this session .that
and Carol Hawkins won top honors
j the dealers were informed that the
It has been necessary to cancel
at St. George High School; Judy the District No. 10, VP W meeting
fishermen stood firm on their
Gray and Elsie Andrews at Rock scheduled for March 29.
original demands that the measure
| remain as it is now.
port High.—Lions auction went over
big at Community Building.—Visit
__
I A*bert C. McLoon related the
The Bloodmobile. in its visit to
ing firement and public enjoyed a Rockland -Monday, received 126
.
’ progress of the lobster industry
E
RS, iand noted that each toward «tepbanquet at Central Fire Station.— pints of blood from donors who
Dragon Cement Co. plans “no came from all sections of the
Cadets of the Maine Maritime Academy brought their cruise ship, the Empire State, home from a 70 such as an increase from the old
accident" banquet—Joan Edwards county. Included were men from day training trip Sunday afternoon to be greeted by a crowd of parents and friends who taxed the wharf threeand one-sixteenthto three
chosen queen of Thomaston High the Coast Guard cutter Laurel and facilities of the little town on the other side of the bay. In the picture above, the sleek, white ship rides at J an(j one-eighth law- had helped the
anchor in the Bagaduce River in contrast to the black hulled American Sailor at the right of
the photo .
St. Patrick’s Ball.
a group of volunteers from the which served the Academy for several years and is now- headed for the scrap yard. The Empire State will mclus-ry 0® we'l 35
doubleplant of Van Baalen-Heilbrun be returned to the New York Maritime College from which it was borrowed, by a crew of juniors and seniors gauge law.
Members of
Pleasant Valley
He observed that it was the
Company. Murray Whalen headed who sail tomorrow.
Grange are requested to attend to
| double-gauge Ikw which resulted in
the group from Winslow-Holbrook nights meeting. There will be a
Maine's annual lobster catch in
SEARSMONT
supper as usual and entertainment. I Merritt Post. American Legion procreasing from six million to the 20
; moting the B'.oodmcbile visit. The
Mr and Mrs. Dwight Collins of
million
of last year.
legion
Home
was
donated
by
Chief Warrant Boatswain Litch
Union were Sunday callers on Mr.
I Harold W. Look of Rockland
field, commander of the Rockland ' members of the post and was used and' Mrs. Sidney Harriman and
urged the increase in measure as a
based USCO Snohomish told the ' as the blood receiving station. Vol Alton Collins.
Clubmen and Festival To Sell Store ; conservation step; asking the fishunteer
workers
were
from
the
Le

Rockland Rotary Club Friday the
Donald Kelsey of Rockland was
i ermen and dealers alike to use logic
FRIENDSHIP
intimate story of the Coast Guard. gion and Auxiliary.
a business caller in town March 18
Decorations At Cost; Delivery In
: and open minds in approaching
He traced the history of the or
Williamson-Pender
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Townsend
; the problem at hand.
ganization from
its beginning
Miss Phyllis Pender and Ray
SOUTH HOPE
Time For Legion Convention
have returned home after visit
through its high peaks and low
mond C. Williamson were united In
Mrs. Jeanette Harris and Mrs.
points as resulting from govern Barbara O'Kelley and son spent ing Mr. and Mrs. Alanson Thomas
matrimony Thursday afternoon.
TENANT’S HARBOR
ment action. He spoke interestingly Wednesday with Mrs. Helen Mitch in Lamoine for several weeks.
Mrs. Etta Holbrook who has been The ceremony took place at the
The Maine Seafoods Festival future conventions, festivals and
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman moved this week toward the deco other public affairs calling for the at Livermore Falls, for the win-: home of the bride’s parents in
of the vital roles played by the or ell at South Thomaston.
ganization in both World Wars but
Friendship, the double ring cereMr. and Mrs. Lyons, who occu and Alton Collins visited Mrs ration of the business district for city to break out. in festive dress. ter has arrived at her home.
especially in the islands of the Pa pied the Gladych rent, have moved Angie Kimball in Rockland last Festival days and received the sup
Mr. and Mrs. Archie McLaughlin mony being performed by the
Sale of the materials will start
cific in World War II. He had the to Rockland.
Thursday.
port of the Kiwanis Club, the at once with the manufacturers and daughter of Boothbay Harbor bride's father, Rev. Everett E.
natural modesty which seems a
Mrs. Susie Hemenway was sup
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Osborne members of which will take on the sending an expert here to assist were weekend guests of his parents Pender.
characteristic of combat veterans per guest of Mrs. Jesse Keller Wed have returned from a threeTbe bride wore a ballerina length
merchants in choosing the materi Mr. and Mrs Wallace McLaughlin.
task.
and no information could be drawn nesday night at Rockville.
Mrs. Harlan Rawley and Miss gown of baby blue faille decorated
weeks’ trip to Florida.
Kiwanians voted last evening to als for their store fronts to obtain
from him on his personal part in
Edward Oxton attended a Ma
Mrs. Grace Babcock. RN of accept the assignment of arrang the best results. All sales will be Paulyne McBrine were Sunday with rhinestones and seed pearls,
these activities but his stories on sonic meeting at Rockland Wed Machias was a weekend visitor of
guests of relatives at South Port- with matching veil and carried a
ing for the purchase and distribu by Kiwanians with the companycascade bouquet of red roses and
the operations were most interest nesday night.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice tion of the banners, bunting and representative acting in an advis land and Bath.
ing. Jerome C. Burrows won new
Miss Loa Lee Wiley visited with white carnations.
The Lewis Yattaw family is en Babcock
flags which will be used to enliven ory capacity only.
The maid of honor, Miss Gene
laurels as song leader.
relatives at Portland for the week
joying a television set.
Ninteen members
of Victor the city’s storefronts for the first
It is now- planned to have the
vieve Mann of Burlington, Vt., was
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bennett and Grange enjoyed a mystery ride
materials here well in advance of
time on Festival days.
BORN
dressed in matching blue faille and
children of Mexico visited relatives
Arrangements have been made the Legion convention ln June to
Garland — At Miles Memorial here Saturday. Mr. Bennett en and visit to Mystic Grange, Belwore a wrist corsage of spring Cow
PORT CLYDE
*mont, Friday night.
Hospital, March 19, to Mr. and
for the business houses to purchase give the merchants a double use
ers. Howard Barsha of Jefferson
Mrs. Carleton Garland, a daughter tertained the children of the
Capt. Eugene P. Dalymple, son ville, Vt., was the best man.
(Mrs Perry Davis, teacher of In the materials at the cost to the of their decorations the first sum
neighborhood by
flying several
—Linda Louisa.
of Dr and Mrs C. O Dalrymple
termediate grades in the Village Festival. It has been figured out mer they own them.
The bride, a graduate of the New
Wiley — At Hartford. Conn. model airplanes.
school, reports the following pupils that the costs will not exceed those
Named to the Kiwanis committee was discharged from the Air Force England Deaconess Hospital, Bos
March 23. to Mr. and Mrs Mel
Miss Cheryl Reynold visited Miss
Feb.
26
after
being
dental
surgeon
not absent or excused for the third of rental ot such materials from a were, Almon Young, Alan Grossvin Wiley, formerly of Camden and
ton, has been employed in the of
Rockland, a daughter—Deborah Shiela Billings at Camden Friday ranking period. John Leadbetter. decorating firm for one showing. man, Frank Kaier. Sidney Cullen, at Iwakune, Japan for the past 18 fice of Roger W. Mann M. D., for
night
and
Saturday.
They
attended
Lee
Grade m, Mary Cushman, Arthur
Each business house will have Everett Blethen and Frederick months. He will open his dental the past 10 years and is also acting
Aliev—At Sukeforth Maternity the Science Fair at Bates College
office in Hyannis. Mass
Leadbetter,
Grade
IV,
Roscoe
Asst. Supt. of the Roger W. Mann
their
decorative materials for all Newcombe.
Heme, Vinalhaven. March 19, to Friday night.
Paul Dalrymple of the weather Hospital, Jeffersonville, Vt.
Ryan, David Cushman. Grade V.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Alley of Vi
Mrs. GladysCunningham of
bureau was home for a few days
nalhaven. a son—Kenneth Cressie
Mrs Davis reports that the Heart
After a wedding trip to Tenne
othy Prock, Mrs. Marian Keene,
Mrs.
Heatli—At Knox Hospital. March Union called on Mr. and
ORFF’S CORNER
following a patrol on ocean Station ssee, the couple will reside in Jef
Drive,
which
she
conducted
In
Mrs Jean Hutchins and Mrs. Doris
23. to Mr. and Mrs Robert Heath Ralph Robbins Sunday.
Mr and Mrs Raymond Hutchins Prock attended a plastic party at ECHO between the Azores and. the fersonville on the farm owned and
oi Union, a daughter
Mrs. Mildred Thorndike left Searsmont has ended, and $23 86
and son Dennis visited Mrs. Hutch the home of Mrs Frances Stewart Bermudas Following the patrol he operated by the bridegroom.
McFarland — At Camden Com Friday to spend a week with rela was collected for the fund.
spent two weeks in Paget, West
munity Hospital. March 18. to Mr
Mr and Mrs Albert Thomas of ins parents, Mr. and Mrs. George at Winslows Mills on Monday.
Ud Mrs Lloyd McFarland, * tives and friends ln the vicinity of Belmont, were callers on Mrs. Ada Kimball in Richmond on Sunday.
Bermuda, where he was the guest son Lionel were recent guests of
Mrs.
Lida
Creamer
spent
Mon
Boston.
daughter
of Miss Virginia Freth.
Howard
and
Dudley
Howard
March
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alton
Prock
with
Mr and Mrs. J. Stone® Harford,
day
in
Augusta.
Mrs. Laura Hastings of Rockland
Mrs Arthur Percy returned with Weymouth. Mass.
19. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rich- Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Jackson of
MARRIED
Mra. Cecil Ludwig of Belmont,
spent the weekend at her home.
Williamson-Pender — At Friend
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gregory and ards and Miss MiTdred Richards, Nobleboro, recently spent a few Mass., and Orff's Corner, who has her sister, Mrs. Ralph Sorenson to
ship. March 19 Raymond C Wil Walton Oxton of Rockland and all of Rockland, were Saturday days in Barre, Vt., and Concord, been confined to the hospital for Stoneham, Mass., for a visit.
liamson of Jeffersonville, Vt.. and
Mrs. Alma Heal made a business
dinner guests, ar.d Mr. and Mrs New Hampshire.
JAMES S. COUSENS
many weeks, has recovered suffi
Miss Phyllis Pender of Friendship Mrs. Mary Andrews of West Rock
Mrs. Prock and Mrs. Jackson ciently to return to her home In trip to Augusta last week.
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Amon
Morse
of
Northport
were
port
were
callers
at
the
Hemenwayand Jeffersonville.—by Rev. Everett
j
also
were
in
Boston
to
attend
the
Business Opportunities
Mra. Rose Atkins has returned
Sunday guests.
Belmont. Mrs. Ludwig has the be6t
E. Pender.
Oxton home Sunday.
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
_________________________ flower show.
from Knox Hospital much im
wishes of her many friends.
Mrs. Littlefield passed away sud- I Mrs Cec“ KeenP Mrs’ Henr<
170 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
DIED
proved.
36-tf
NORTH SEARSMONT
denly. Her home is in Montville Me>’er' Ml“ Elizabeth ElweU and Subscribe to The Oourier-Gazette
Johnson — At So
Thomaston,
Mr.
and
Mra.
William
Heal
and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cole of Cam
March 23. Louise M. Johnson, age
Wayne
Keene
attended
church
ln
56 years, 8 months. 22 days Friends den were callers at the Merriam but she is well known here.
The school is closed temporarily HalIoweil on Sunday.
may call at late residence Wednes home one day last week.
Mrs. Vellie Weaver and Mrs. Win
day afternoon and evening. Funeral
Mr and Mrs Ed Bunker of here due to the illness of the Jackson attended the flower show
•flic new StuJetafcer with
Thursday. 2 p. m at Davis Funeral
teacher.
Brewer were at the Merriam home
in Boston last week.
Home. 558 Main street
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederic
Lucas
were
•• •» , i»». : -r
long, low European
Atheam — At Rockland March. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler of
20. Owen B. Athcarn. age 87 years
Philip Maddocks, accompanied by business callers at Portsmouth, N. Rockland were Sunday guests of,
Funeral today (Tuesday! at 2 p. m. his aunt, Mrs. Sadie Sukeforth of H , Saturday.
Mrs Lida Creamer.
from Russel! Funeral Home. Inter Worcester, were at the Maddocks
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Pooley of |
ment in Achorn cemetery.
General Motors reduced the size
Singleton—At Thomaston. March home Saturday afternoon. t
and weight of the Diesel engine by Oamden visited their aunt, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Roy Thomas and
21. Miss Alice Singleton, a native
utilizing the two-cycle engine Rosa Hall on Friday,
of Warren, age 89 years Funeral son, Roy, Jr., arrived Friday, after
Mrs. Bessie Borneman, Mrs. Dorprinciple that makes the power
at 1 p. m. today (Tuesday) at Da a winter spent in Florida.
fife;
output
of
a
three-cylinder
engine
vis Funeral Home. Thomaston. In
ASSESSOR’S NOTICE
Mrs.
Milton
Blake
is
slowly
re

terment in Warren Town Ceme
approach that of a larger sixCITY OF ROCKLAND
covering from an illness of several
tery.
Subscribe:, Assessor of Taxes, of
cylinder unit. To provide a broad theThe
City of Rockland, hereby gives no
Mero—At Thomaston. March 21, days duration.
tlce to the Inhabitants of aald City
George E. Mero, age 79 years, 5
Mrs. Willis Blake has been stay power range, two, three, four and and other persons having Taxable Prop
months, 4 days Funeral Wednes ing at the Blake home this week. six-cylinder engines are manufac erty within said City, to make and
bring ln to said Assessor true and per
day at >1 p. m from Davis Funeral
Funeral services for Mrs Lyle tured.
feet lists of their polls and all their
Home, Thomaston
Interment in
estates,
real and personal, ln writing
Littlefield have
been deferred,
Thomaston Village Cemetery.
including all property held in trust as
Delano—At Rockland, March 21. pending the arrival of relatives.
Guardian,
Executor.
Administrator.
, Trustee or otherwise (except as is by
John V. Delano, age 76 years, 7
law
exempt
from
taxation)
which they
months. 5 days. Funeral Tuesday
Illustrated Commander V-8 Starlight coupe for five. White flidewalla and chrome wheel di*c« optional at extra ooat.
were possessor of on the first day of
IN MEMORIAM
(today) at 3 p m. from Davis Fu
Apr.l
1953
and
be
prepared
to Make
In
memory
of
our
loved
one
who
neral Home. Rockland. Interment
Oath to the truth of the same.
USING GA<S/Z
And they are particularly requested
in Riverside Cemetery, Waldoboro left us March 23. 1939.
to notify the Assessor of the names of
Wellman—At West Washington, “They say time heals al! sorrow.
all
persons of whom they have bought
SAYS
HAPPY
SALLY,
And helps one to forget.
March 12, Ernest H. Wellman, age
i or to whom they have sold taxable
J‘AMD COOKING NOW
73 vears. Interment in Chadwick But time has only proven
property since the first day of April,
How we miss you yet.
1952
Hill cemetery.
IS UP MY ALLEY"
And for the purpose of Receiving aald
God gave us strength to face it
lists and making transfers of all propAnd courage to bear the blow.
1 ertv bought or sold, the undersigned
But what it meant to lose our dear
.
will be ln session at the Assessor s
one
Room. No. 7. City Building, from nine
reaches
i to twelve o’clock ln the forenoon.
No one will ever know.
and from two to five o’clock ln the I
outlying districts
Some day we’U know why you left
, afternoon of
us,
\ foreign car flair
WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY. FRTDAY
at our established
Some time we will understand
APRIL 1. 2. 3. 1953
| in 9 body styles
■
Special
Notice
to
Executors.
Admin
j
reasonable charges.
why
I tstrators. Trustees or Guardians:
The cies of affection that bound us
The statute provides that you must
American comfort
Were severed when you said
bring in to the Assessor a true and
I and handling east
good-bye."
perfect list of all taxable property in
Come in right away and order your 1953
your possession to date of April 1. 1953.
The Family.
otherwise lt will be taxed as the statute
longer wheelbase!.
Rockland, March 24. 1963
36Tt
Studebaker. Be one of the first to own the car that
provides, and any personal examine

KIWANIANS TAKE ON DECORATING

New 1953 Studebaker
thrills all America

Huge crowds jam showrooms to see and
buy the most exciting new car in years

NEW
NEW

4 LIX AL

ntADtMARKk. Ii

( ARD OF THANKS

It costs no more to call us.
“ <r

BURPEE
Funeral Home
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390—624-M
UO-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

-

CLAYT BITLER

Wants to See YOU About
TELEVISION

We wjsh to thank all our friends
and neighbors for their kindness
to us in our recent time of trouble.
Eapecially Fr Goudreau, Dr. Soule.
Mrs. Mary- B. Gay and Mrs. Leah
Brooks
36* lt F P. Hardy and Family.
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of Raymond
Tinker, who passed away March
35. 1937

187-tf

His wife, Nettie Tinker, and
r—«».—— —----------- ant

KNOX* LINCOLN ’WALDO
AMlOONXWWADf Q-Z. 51
-------------— ROC Kl AND----------------

tlon of property by the Assessor will
not be considered as a waiver of
neglect of any person ln bringing ln a
J true and perfect list as required by law.
I
Any person who neglects to comply
with thia notice will be doohaed to a
tax according to the laws of the State
and be barred of the right to make
application either to the Assessor
Board of Aaseaament Review, or County
Commissioners for any Abatement of
Taxes, unless such person offers such
Hat with hia application and satis
fles the Assessor that he was unable
to offer lt at the time appointed
CHEEVER C AMEB.
City Assessor
Rockland Maine. March 1. 1953.

NEW

and wider treads

everyone, everywhere, is talking about. Tell us now

NEW

expanses ofglass
/ar big •visibility

which Studebaker Champion or Commander V-8

NEW I

road-huggmg stability
an turns and curves

galore—are all right down to earth in price.

you want. Sedans, coupes, hard-tops—in color*

And they all save gasoline amazingly.

All nodek nffrr Stud,hater Automatic Drive ar Overdrive—and ilare-radaciat Bated ylaa—al ritra eaet

ROCKLAND MOTOR COMPANY
245 MAIM STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

TELEPHONE 930

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday. March 24, 1953

Page Four

AT STRAND THEATRE TODAY ANO WEDNESDAY
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called. 1. e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ids.
ALL MUST BE P AID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

I March meeting of the Woman's,
Club Study Unit held at the home 1
FARM of 115 acres for sale.
WARREN
WALDOBORO
VINALHAVEN
of Mrs. Violet Brimigion. Response
RABBITS for sale. 4 does and 1
35*37
buck, also 6 hutches. ROBERT TEL. Washington 9-16.
to the roll call was a story from
ALENA L. STARRETT
MRS RENA CROWELL
MRS EDWIN MADDOX
CLARK Atticus Hill. Thomaston
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
HOUSE for sale, one family, ex
Eaton's annals of Warren. Mrs.
Tel. Thom. 91-11
_3(P38 ceUent location In center of the
Telephone 49
Telephone 250
Telephone 137
Xavier Mallett. Unit chairman, read
1947 INTERNATIONAL 3. -ton city. May be readily suited for
: a paper on Eaton's life, which had
pick-up Truck for sale, good con occupancy of two or three families
Four applicants for the position been presented in 1906. at a meeting i Mr. and Mrs. Roland Burns of
The Garden Club will holds its
dition,
$685
For
Information I EL. 34-W. Rockland, for price
36*38 first meeting of the season on Fri of town manager for Warren, have of the Maine Historical Society, by Bucksport were weekend guests of
OAIJ, 379-R___
36^ and particulars.
Mrs. her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
ON Route 1, 90 acres. House, ga day afternoon, March 27 at the thus far been interviewed by War Lewis Frederick Starrett.
35-FOOT Boat for sale, 91 h.
Oray engine In excellent condi- rage. shed, for sale. 23 thousand home of Mrs. Libby Magnuson, with ren's board of selectmen with a Mallett also showed the sections Hilton.
I)an Dailey is cast as a sympathetic New York cab driver who warms
tion. TEL. 217-M___________ 36-38 feet oak, other timber, plenty fire Mrs Margaret Hood as co-hostess. fifth pending. The four have been from which the Scotch-Irish set
Mrs. C. B. Stahl has returned (he heart of lovely Constance Smith, alone, and helpless in Manhattan
wood. blueberry land, some can be
tlers
came
to
Warren.
A
picture
from Winchester. Mass, where she in the new 20th Century Fox comedy-drama, “Taxi” which opens at the
BUILDING 12x22 leet for sale, at plowed; also cow. milking heifer, There will be election of officers Stanley Upham of Mechanics Falls,
W Rockport, in back of Post Offlce. many other Items. EUGENE TOL and committee reports.
Earl D. Stevens ot the University of painted by the late Miss Emily has been visiting her sister, Mrs Strand Theatre in Kockland today. The local engagement of “Taxi”
will continue through Wednesday night with complete shows beginning
to be moved $325 WILLIAM SAV MAN. Warren______________ 36*38
Eaton, of the view from a window Edward Connors.
Leonard Skoog and Tom Russell Maine. Hayward Carsley of Mar
at 2.00, G.30 and 8.30 daily.
AGE Damariscotta Tel 166-2
in
the
Eaton
house,
loaned
by
Frank
Second
Lieut.
Mary
Waltz
who
blehead,
Mass.,
and
Miss
Myrtle
SMALL
3-rooim
House
and
lot
36*lt
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
D Rowe, was shown. Mrs. Brimi has passed her furlough with her
of land for sale, 133 Thomaston Howard Coombs on Thursday eve- York of Newport.
’
FOR SALE
St., $450 Will acoept $200 down
MEDOMAK
Five were given the examinations gion gave a paper on the forebears , parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Parcel of land adjacent to the and $25 monthly.
Information I ning.
of her late husband connected with Waltz left Saturday tor Camp
Mr
and
Mrs. Wilbur Hilton and
Warren line in Thomaston for sale CALL 379-R.
for
substitute
clerk
at
the
Warren
UNION
36*38
The annual fishermans supper
This is a lot taken for taxes and a
Post Office, which were held at the local history, and read two poems. Stoneman, Calif, from there she son of Waldoboro, were guests MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
'
will
be
held
in
the
Union
church
IN Rockport. 14 acre PoultryQuit Claim Deed will be given
will
go
to
Anchorage,
Aiaska.
where
Mrs. Simmons read the will of the
Sunday of L. W Osier.
Correspondent
Bids will be received on this Farm for sale, capacity 1400 layers vestry on Thursday evening, March Mathews Memorial Library build
late Edward O'Brien from the an she will be stationed at Elmendorf
Telephone 10-24
Mr and Mrs. Dana McLain and
property at the Town Offlce up to The 6 rm. house (insulated) has ! 26, with Leon Sanborn, chairman. ing, Saturday.
elec., tel., bath, furnace heat (oil)
Leroy McCluskey has returned nals. and a poem from the Lewis Air Force Base.
children and Mrs Orin McLain
6:00 PM. Monday. March 30
Mrs. Helen Poole was hostess to home from New Haven, Conn., hls Starrett collection, in tribute to Mr.
For further Information call the good cellar. A11 bldgs, in Al con
Mias Orff Engaged
and Doris McLain were visiting
A John Deere Day program ls
dition.
’
Price
$6000.
E.
A.
STROUT
"Just Another Club” on Thursday sister. Miss Bess McCluskey, a sur O’Brien.
TOWN OFFICE. Town of Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Leland L. Orff of Mrs. Dana MoLain, brother and
REALTY
AGENCY,
INC..
Fred
A
ton.
______36-lt
being
presented today at Thompson
evening. Lunch was served, after gical patient at the Grace New Ha
Subject
for
the
April
meeting
will
Waldoboro are announcing the en wife and 'Mrs. Verdie Kimball at
MOTOfT for sale, five horse Dean, Associate Phone 577, Cam which all enjoyed a mystery play
Memorial Building, compliments of
be “Notable Men and Women of gagement of their daughter Miss Saco Saturday.
den,
Me.
35'38
ven
Hospital
is
there.
power. single phase, heavy duty.
local dealers, C. M. Burgess & Son.
on television. The remainder of the
Hostesses for the April 2nd meet Warren," the meeting place to be Elsa Helena to Robert W. Seegar,
Mrs. L. W Osier and Alice and
OLAIR MacLELLAN. Waterville.
FOB SALE
Mrs Doris Payson. Mrs. Minnie
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Seegar David were ln Portland Saturday.
Maine________________ 3537 Pour-Room Home at Clark Island. evening passed with sewing and ing M the Warren Woman's Club, announced.
Matthews,
Mrs Mary Barker at
Refreshments were served by the of Woolwich, formerly of Flushing,
GIRL'S Spring Suit for sale 2 up. 2 down, plus utility room. discussion. Gay Peterson and Ada met Friday afternoon with Mrs.
Mr and Mrs Andrew Kaler and
tended the Flower Show in Boston
Size 10. TEL. 3C6-W._______ 35*37 CeUar under whole house. New Mae Williams were special guests Phillip Simmons, program chair hostess assisted by Miss Hilda Long Island, N. Y. No date has family were at Augusta Sunday.
garage cost $750. Is on black road
Saturday.
been set for the wedding.
The Willing Workers of the Lat- I man for that night, to complete Aspey and Miss Augusta Healey
ROTO Speed Duplicator, two in center of town. Price $3500
Mrs. Amy Willey was at Waldo
Alcohol Torches. Baker Shot Gun.
ter
Day
Saints
Church
met
at
Orient Chapter. OE.S held its
Woman's
Club
plans for the exhibition of old
JAMES S. COUSENS.
boro visiting her sister. Katie Eug
Fluorine Treatment
small Laundry Stove for sale
the home of Mrs. Helen Webb on I fashioned quilts to be held at that
Real Estate.
regular meeting Friday evening
Dr
Barbara
Luce
Fuller,
.Rock

ley.
last
week.
FRANK W GOULD. Upper Moun 170 Maverick St..
Innoculations will be offered Fri
Rockland Wednesday. Dinner was served and
land, will be the guest speaker at
tain St., Camden.
34*36
time.
Mr and Mrs C Simmona of Mrs Ethel Creighton showed slides
Tel. 1538
day afternoon at 1.30 p. m. to chil
the
day
passed
with
sewing.
the meeting of the Woman's Club. Friendship were at their cottage on of trips taken to Florida. Cuba, also
Children of the Congregational
SEA Scout Uniform, size 18 for
36-38
Mrs. Robert Johnson and son Sunday School have begun rehear dren of the grade schools, at the Hostesses will be Mrs. Helen Perry, Long Island Sunday.
the Inaugural exercises in Wash
sale; also white evening Gown, size
Warren Grade School, with Dr Miss Agnes Creamer, Mrs. Frances
FOR SAI,E: Small Farm on Rt. Bobbie passed the weekend in
ington, D C.
12, suitable for lodge work. CALL
sals lor the Easter concert, under
iMr.
and
Mrs.
Philip
Reed
and
105:
5
rms.
on
first
floor,
2
on
2d.
Fred G. Campbell, and Mrs. Esther Randolph and Mrs. Rhona Vivian.
948-M.
35*36
the direction of the superintend
Mrs. Laura Kirkpatrick enter
Attached barn-garage; 1 acre land. Rockland.
son Mark and Mrs. Mrs. Clara
Venetian Blinds—Window Shades Price $3800. Taxes $50. SECUR
Mrs. Betty Roberts of Boston ar ents and teachers, which will be Long, state field nurse in attend
tains the Extension Association
Genthner
and
Virginia
and
Marie
All Colors and Styles
ITY REAL ESTATE CO, Dorothy- rived on Friday and is at the Mills presented at 4 p. m. Easter Sunday ance.
WEST WASHINGTON
Thursday, March 26. Mrs. Con
were at Rockland Saturday.
Free installation and estimates Dietz. Tel. Camden 2117 or 8897
April 27 has been set up as the j
Farm for a few days.
at the church auditorium.
Miss Elinor Lambord of Provi
Tel 939. UNITED HOME SUPPLY
Mr and Mrs. L. J Winslow who stance Durkee conducts a meeting
36-lt
tentative
date
for
the
start
of
the
Mrs. William Claytor left Sat
dence. R. I, and Robert Spear of have been spending the winter at on ironing.
Officers-elect
of - both
the
CO, 579 Main St., city.
31tf
urday for Boston where she will Georges River, K of P, and Cres- fluorine treatment for pre-school Portland son and sister of Mrs.
1939~Buick Sedan for sale. Price
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mansfield and
Management
Sales
L. W Osier’s have returned to their
join her husband for a short vaca sent Temple, P S.. will be in three-year olds, and for pupils of Gertrude Wellman were at the
$135 Cash THL. 273-M
36’38
son Fred, Jr, of Auburn were visi
home at Nobleboro.
grades two, five and eight, with
CHARLES
E.
BICKNELL,
II
tion
with
friends
and
relatives.
stalled
Friday
night.
Wives
and
home of Alton Wellman Wednes
SAVE money in comfort with the
Mrs. Robert Whitman has joined tors Sunday at Nelson Calderwoods
REAL ESTATE BROKER
famous Burrowes Rustless Alumi
families of the Knights and hus Miss Eleanor Dority. state dental day.
P. T. A. Meeting
her husband at Hartford, Conn,
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Cuthbert
TELEPHONE 1574
hygienist,
in
attendance.
A
charge
num Combination Storm Windows
bands and families of the Sisters
Granville Turner of Gardiner
and Screens, Aluminum Combina-' 509 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
The executive board of the PTA
j where they have employment.
son of Rockville, Conn, were week
of
fifty
cents
per
pupil
will
be
was at his home Wednesday.
are invited to attend.
Rentals
Appraisals
tion Doors. For special price and
met at the home of Phyllis Mad
Joseph Palino was here on Sun- end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Miss Inza Peabody is home on made, this payable to the teachers
30-tf
terms, phone or see me in person.
Ernest II. Wellman
dox
on
Thursday
evening,
with
j day with a van to move his furni Hawes.
of
those
grades.
The
treatment
Is
E. T LONG.
vacation from her studies at Kent’s
Services for
Ernest Wellman
ture to Roxbury, Mass.
to be given under the sponsorship
113 Camden St., Rockland, Tel. 1503
ON Rt. 1, in Warren, a 7-room Phyllis Crossman, president, pre Hill. Readfield.
were conducted from the Union
27tf House with barn att. for sale; siding. A nominating committee
of
the
Warren
Extension
Associaof Mrs. Winifred Copeland of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sta'rrttt
Church
at
Weaks
Mills
Sunday
af

Keep your Home warm in winter, 2-car gar . full bath, oU heat, IX A was chosen to present the new and son are occupying thetr newly 'tion. and goes into its second year
Rockland and the late Elliott Wil
LOUDVILLE
ternoon, the Rev. Winifred Rey
cool in summer with Johns Man land. Price right foj- quick sale. slate of officers for the coming j
as a project. Last year this fin
nolds officiating, followed by Ma
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior were liam Copeland.
ville Rock Wool Insulation. Cuts ALBERT C. MANK. Tel. Warren year, and many items of business i finished home at Pleasantville.
Miss Polky is the daughter of
32-23.
32*37
The Riverside Club will meet ished a hundred per cent, the only sonic services by Dirigo Lodge A.F.- overnight guests of the Alden Colfuel bills ln half.
discussed Those present were Cleo Wednesday night at the home of one in the state with this record.
E. T. LONG.
&.A.M. Burial was in Chadwick Hill lamores at Round Pond last Tues Mr. and Mrs Walter Polky of Lon
FOR SALE
Direct Factory Agent.
don, N H . and a Junior at St.
Thomaston, 8 Dunn St , Small Chields, Frances Gilchrist, Helen Dr. and Mrs. Judson P. Lord, and Latest contribution received by the cemetery with Masonic committal day.
.
113 Camden St Rockland Tel. 1503 House, att. gar., bath 1st floor; Webb, Doris Candage. Dorothy Sut will be followed by a clue-hunt. fluorine treatment committee, the
service. Bearers were Arthur BuzMrs. Nettie Carter has had a George High Schcol.
27 tf stoker, lot 94x165. 4 bedrooms, liffe, Patricia Crossman and Phyllis
Committee in charge of arrange chairman of which is Mrs. Ernest zel. Vaughn Pierce. Boyle Reed. sprained finger and Mrs. Nellie
EARLY cut good quality baled $7000 Write S. A. LAVENDER, Maddox.
ments and refreshments are Mr. ine Ingraham, was $2.00 from the Paul Johnson. Janies Caswell and Poland has been having much trou
25-39
Hay for sale. N®L RUSSELL. Houlton, Maine.
and
Mrs. Fred Perkins, Jr., Mr. and Help One Another Circle of Kings Kenneth Morrill all Masons.
Mrs.
Charles
8.
Libby
Tel. 408
lltf
ble with her ears. Both are under
FOR SALE
Mrs. Howard Buzzell and Dr. and ^Daughters. Any other contributions
Among persons called here by Dr. Berry's care.
’ ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Mrs.
Sarah
E.
(Creed)
wife
of
Lake Farm of about two acres,
may be sent Mrs. Ingraham
Trap Stock, largest supply ln land extends from road to lake; the late Charles S Libby, died re Mrs. Lord.
the death of Ernest Wellman were
Mrs. Ruth Mains and Lettie Prior
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER 8 room house with bath' and two
The First and Second Degrees
Mrs. John Leigher, a sister, Mr. were supper guests of the A P.
cently
at
the
home
of
her
son,
OOMPANY. Rockland. Tel 303.
kitchens, attached barn. Attrac
will be conferred Friday night on
and Mrs Stanley Jones a brother. Garlands on Wednesday.
CLARK ISLAND
129 tf tive property with pretty view Charles S. Libby, of 21 South Cen
a class at White Oak Grange, North
tral avenue. Wollaston.
At the rummage and candy sale Mr. and Mrs. Ellroy Chandler. Er
$5800.
Warren. Deputy Earle Tolman of
About one mile from Rockland, a
Funeral serveies were
held
held at the school house on Friday nest Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
ST. GEORGE
EGGS & CHICKS 50-acre
Farm in excellent location; Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock from West Rockport will inspect the night, the door prizes were award Jones, Jr, all of South Coventry,
Engaged To Wed
CIKMENTS BROILER CHICKS 7-room house sets back from road the Russell Funeral Home. 644 Second Degree. During the lectur ed to Mae Miller and Madeline Conn, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Well
Mr and Mrs Joseph C. Robin
er's hour, an Easter program will
White Rocks. Dominant White and has view of water. Good for
Hancock street, Wollaston. Burial
Dennison with Lorna Lewis alse man of North Orafton, Frederick son Sr, of St. George announce
Rock-New Hampshire Cros'es, and poultry or mixed farming, $6500.
be presented, featuring Rev. Bruce
Wellman of East Gardiner. Mass,
A grocery and meat business do will be at Vinalhaven, Me., this
receiving a prize.
Sex-Link Cockerels, all fast grow
the engagement of their grand
P. Cummings as speaker and a
and Mrs. Perley Brooker of Millin
ing,. efficient meat makers. Maine- ing good business. Stock and fix spring.
Albert Grant has been confined
daughter. Nancy Jo Polky to El
group
of
tableaux.
tures
at
very
reasonable
price,
ocket. Mrs. Maynard Marriner of
U. 6. Approved. Puilorum Clean.
Born in Vinalhaven, the daugh
A group of lady members of to his home with illness for sev Searsmont and Mr. and Mrs. Ro liott William Copeland. Jr, son
Also Red Rocks. Leghorn-Red building under lease.
A country establishment which ter of the late Charles A. and Mary White Oak Grange met Monday at eral days.
Crosses, and Barred Rocks for
land Flanders of .South Liberty.
profitable egg production. Prices handles hardware, groceries, gaso Ann (Mills) Creed, Mrs. Libby came the hall to make the drapes for the
Mrs. Fred Putansu. Mrs. Jack Abline
and
building
material.
A
reasonable. CLEMENTS CHICKS,
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
to Wollaston from Vinalhaven 24 stage in the newly redecorated shire and Mrs Violet Maker were
good opportunity for some one.
INC.. Route 33, Winterport. Me.
MATINICUS
years ago.
Might
lease
with
option.
called
to
Rockport
recently,
due
to
(Answer ln Next Issue)
lodge
room.
(4)
W. B. Young has been In Rock
Mrs. Libby leaves five sons,
About time to be thinking of
the illness of their father, Prank
SEE US FIRST for quality Baby your shore lot. I have a nice va Charles S. and Vivian, both of Wol
Woman's Club
land on business lately.
10
3
M
5
8
9
7
2
b
Chicks. High Production crosses riety to choose from. Some with
1
“The Life and Works" of local Yattaw.
Mrs. Carrie Ripley is attending
and purebreds reproduced from real ocean frontages. Priced from laston, Eugene H. of Belmont, and
Mrs. Lorna Lewis wishes to ac the F.ower Show in Boston and
historian,
Cyrus
Eaton,
was
the
sub

flocks direct from breeding source. $500 to $1000.
Gardner A. and Mervin E. of La
14
13
12
II
knowledge on behalf of the Sunday
Harco <fe Hall Black Sexlinks. Ralph
conia, N. H.; four daughters, Mar ject Thursday afternoon, at the School, a most generous gift of visiting friends ln Fairhaven and
See F. H. WOOD. Court House
Cambridge.
Hail strain R I Reds. Golden
36-37 garet A., Edith, Louise, and Mrs
money from Mrs Armstrong. Clark
Sexlinks Maine U. S. PuUorum
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17
15
Mrs. Esther Young ts visiting rel
WANTED
Alma Black, all of Wollaston, a sis
Clean U. S Approved. No order
Island teacher.
atives in Rockland.
too large or too small Prices and j FURNISHED COTTAGES
ter, Mrs. Edith Burnham of Milton,
i 18
0
19
SLATE Roofs repaired. Work
Mrs. Barbara Hoeck and Mrs.
Judson Young went to Vinal
literature on request. BROADACRE
a brother, J. L. Creed of Northfield, guaranteed. Free estimate. HOW
MAINE ESTATE
Violet Maker recently accompanied haven Tuesday on business and
POULTRY FARM. Box. R. No.
Vt. and six grandchildren—Quincy ARD ELWELL, Northport, Maine.
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
Edgecomb, Maine. Tel. Wiscas22
23
“Pete” Young on a trip to New will remain for a few days to visit
20 21
Tel. Belfast 739-M135*40
Close to SL Petersburg, Clear
Patriot Ledger.
set 34-11.
__
33-40
Hampshire.
relatives and friends.
water and Tampa.
MAN wanted to work in grocery
BABY Chicks. $17 per hundred i
w: 25
Mr and Mrs. Edson Spear and
2b
Miss Beatrice Forbes. Coopers
Write for Information circular
24
and meat market. Year round
Started pullets, one week old. at
MISCELLANEOUS work
139-tf
son were callers at the home of town, N. Y, is spending several
for
right
man
Knowledge
NW
day old price, while they last. WIL
of meat helpful, but not necessary Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Putansu
W
o 29
days with her father Rev. Gilbert
27
MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo
EVERY photographer, amateur Write, telling age. experience if
Carl 8wanson has returned home Forbes.
iw
boro. Tel. 91-2.
29-40
or professional knows the most im any. to BOX 10. % The CourierW
TO LET
from a visit with relatives in Quin
i3
Mr Bellam of Winthrop. Mass,
portant part of the Photographic
30
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
32
3l
34-36
industry lies in the care of finish Gazette._____________
cy. Mass.
has been guest of his daughter and
for sale; bred for high egg produc
4-room fum Apt. to ing photographs Twenty years of
BOOKKEEPER wanted. Please
tion and resistance to leukosis. We let,MODERN
Master Lawrence Maker recently husband Mr. and Mrs. Albert
in
the bay. Nice loca experience In this field guarantees apply by letter
3b
STATE NEWS
35
also have the Silver-Cross ROKES tion overlooking
accompanied Mr and Mrs. Walter Bunker for a week and did some
Inquire
at
142
Camden
St.
COMPANY,
Rockland.
34-36
that
you
will
become
one
of
our
POULTRY FARM. Cobb Road. or TEL. 271-R
NW
36*38 satisfied customers.
Yattaw on a trip to the White painting and papering ln the
Mail your
Camden, Me. Tel. 2261.
13tf
W 37
MEN WANTED
38
Mountains.
house belonging to Clayton Young
Clerks for steady work at
LITTLE Store at 147 Park St. to film to HELEN'S PHOTO-FINISH
SEX-Link Chickens from Pui
NW)
ING
SERVICE.
Box
203.
Wellesley
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Chaples were which the Bunkers will later oc
Inquire of MRS. FRANK
H. H. CRIE & CO.. Main street.
lorum Clean U. S. Approved stock let.
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36-38 81. Mass. Include 5c for each ex Apply in person between 4 and ln Oamden Friday to attend funeral cupy.
for sale
The same fine chicks WEEKS. 27 Highland St.
posure on your film. All unprint 5.30 p m.
iw
34-36 services for Mr. chaples sister. Mra
you have had for over ten years.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilmer
Ames
went
HOSPITAL Beds for rent, rea able negatives will be credited at
44
93
Straight run ISHc; pullets 31c. I sonable rate.
45
WAITRESS wanted at Oopper- Grace Cromwell.
UNITED HOME
to Rockland Wednesday morning
per print. Return Postage
DUTCH NECK HATCHERY, Mel- I SUPPLY CO., 579 Main St., Tel. 5c
Kettle. limited number of guests
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Guaranteed.
27-T-36
for
a
few
days.
Herbert
Maker
has
gone
to
work
Vllle Davis. Tel. 122-23 Waldobero 939, Rockland.
Three meals week days, two meals
. 55and61-EOT
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Harold Ames has come home to
lOtf
Sunday. Live in or out MRS for Isadore Poust in Rockland.
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ONLY
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FRENCH. Tel. 405-W
34-36
SEX-Link Chicks for sale. Maine
If you guess exact day of arrival,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philbrook
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at
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_____________________
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_______
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conveniences.
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31- Attempt
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1091-W.
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to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
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Steel.
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S3-Aim at
27- Preflx. Upon
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3Half
an
em
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6- A type measure (pi. 40- Sooner than
to let on Willow St TEL 939 or
DONT discard your old or
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50- Editors (abbr.)
7- Becauae
1219.________________________ lOltf
41-A title
antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN
MACHINES — $35. Each
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8- Small particle
i42-Chart
NEWMAN for restoring and re
HEATED and unheated furnished
TELEPHONE 395-M
3$-Drug plant
$
—
A
compass point
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Apts, to let VP STUDLEY, 77
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features about hls orchard and the beavers I've got working ln my we expect of the Elsenhower lead pends on this. But he has made lt'
farmhouse. I hadn’t noted before, woodlot."
ership in both domestic and world abundantly clear that the Western Two-Party System
The orchard was on a side hill fac- i
------------------------affairs. And it does much to ex European powers must do much ’
lng south and rising steeply upward
p.
■ n I• *
plain what the Administration is more than has been the case so Is Essential To Efficient
from the porch. It was a wild tannow doing or trying to do in wide far, both to reconcile their differ-!
Type Of Government
Farmer George H. (Ripley) Reed Never ; gle of trunks and branches with I
ly Corel Lana,
------ly varied fields.
ences and to build their military
'Vomtn’i Trove! Authority
i surprisingly little undergrowth. A President Eisenhower Has a
The
two-party
political
system
is
strength.
The
American
Treasury,
|
The president,
for example,
The minute gentlemen started
Learned This One At a 4-H Club
smooth gully bisected its center
wants
economical
government,' he pointed out in effect, is not a essential if we are to have reason cheuffering their dates on busy
Solid
Background
of
Life

j and ran down underneath the
chivalry became a twothrifty government. And this Is not bottomless well.
ably efficient and honest govern highways,
long Faith
way street.
1 porch on which we sat. This was
Finally, the general principle of
only
because
it
would
save
the
tax!
Right through the horse-andThe old gentleman was sitting in behind the house in Hampden interesting and I pondered its pos
ment—and government which ia
"We know now that Dwight Eis- payers’ money, Important as that the Eisenhower program as a whole
buggy era, chivalry was a one-way
hia rooking chair on the side porch when I was a boy, we reminisced sibilities.
responsive to the will of the people. proposition. Knights considered it a
ls
that
government
should
not
do
is.
Going
beyond
the
realm
of
dol

! enhower was speaking with some
of his farmhouse on a hillside ln , a bit about the apple pies and turn
There lc considerable difference of privilege to gouge each other in
The old .boy
.. watched me J00* conscious exactness when he used lars and cents, the President Is what private enterprise or local
the country, when I Joined him1 overs Gramdma used to make and
tournament for the lady fair. Sir
around, and his eyes twinkled. “I
... .
,. . . convinced that the attitude of government or Individuals them opinion as to Just how healthy that
Walter Haleigh
,
the word crusade to describe his
for a little chat on an Idle afternoon the big jar of cider applesauce that can see you,’ve got the
system Is today.
lay out sized
selves
can
do.
He
wants
less
cen

mind which encourages or falls to
was applauded
last summer, and he welcomed me used to be ln everybody's cellar. up pretty well” he told me as he career as soldier, candidate and
Thus, Farm Journal says in Its
for muddying
tralized
government,
not
more.
He
prevent waste and prodigality is
__ . ,. , ,
..
,, President”he
wrote columnist
cordially.
The talk was desultory for the got
January
issue,
“
High
among
the
his best cloak
his feet up on the piazza rail
wants the people to be self reliant
the
attitude
of
mind
that
could
“ Holmes Alexander recently. "The
for his Queen.
"Sit down, sit down and take a ■ afternoon was hot, and when the and puffed contendedly. "I tried
Instead of dependent. It looks now several fortunate results from the
lead
to
a
breakdown
of
the
nation

And a swain in
>ad off them feet of yours", he subject seemed to be about exhaus pumpkins first but the dum things emphasis on militant morality or
election
must
be
counted
the
as if this idea will be the hallmark
the handle'-bar
Slid heartily. "Where do you think ted, the old gentleman looked at busted too often and kept me conquest for righteousness, already al fiber and result ln national ruin.
strengthening
of
the
two-party
sys

moustache
era
He looks on graft and corruption in of his administration.
had to think
you're goin' anyway?” "No where in me shrewdly and said, “well, people awake nights. Apples are better for noted by Mr. Elsenhower's friends,
tem in government. The Democrat
government
—
whether
lt
be
repre

twice about
particular", I told him. "Just killing dont seem to think much about my bees do quite a job on the blos is now being remarked upon by his
ic party remains a strong repre
dating a lady
, sented by the gift of a fur coat or
sentation in Congress. Neither
time" "Well, you come to the right apples these days but occasionally I soms and my returns are better I opponents.”
Motor
Manners
he couldn’t lift
It is this crusading spirit which, a deal involving millions—in much
bodily into his
place", He said affably. "That’s get one that taste pretty good and j started in with com but I had to
House
nor
Senate
will
be
over

the same way.
buggy.
whelmingly
one-sided
.
.
.
The
ad

what I do mostly now-a days. I when I do I save the seeds and, get out and harvest it, and tliat more than any particular and speToday, a lady's date won’t even
The President is also, it ls clear, Eight Suggestions For Cour ministration will be subjected to
. cific iasue, distinguishes the Eisaint so spry as I used to be How every once ln a while, I shoot 'em ididnt strike me as being efficient.
light her cigarette while he’s driv
enhower Admlnlstratlon from its a firm believer ln the idea that the
tesy
In
Driving
constant
scrutiny
by
Democrats
in
ing—and he’s absolutely right! Be
about you?" "Just so so”, I acknow back again.”
'
r1' immediate predecessors. And it is Lord helps those who help them
safety is tlie first rule of
ledged.
“The good motorist Is hls own House and Senate who, as critics, cause
While I digested this bit of Infor awhile before things got working the cru6ading irll whlch u ,v. selves He is 100 per cent opposed
etiquette for the driver. Attention
will
be
performing
their
proper
mi

There was a big bowl of apples mation I noticed a self over the ta right, out now I can plant, harvest ing substance. unlty and dlrection
traffic policeman," said Lieut. John
to the comfort of his feminine pas
to the “give-away” philosophv
nority functions. . . .
senger comes next.
on the porch table and I sampled ble and on it was a double row of and even route my crop without u the
almg and actlQn£ Qf
deWinter, Director, Division of
We
have
seen
some
very
signifi

A lady, however, has a right to
“We properly rejoice that this
one. I didn't know much about shot gun shells. I looked at them ever getting out of this chair. I can toth
Presld.?n, 4Qd the men
expect
her driver-escort to walk
cant examples of that since the Traffic and Safety, Maine State election has so strengthened the
apples but the one I picked out Idly for a moment and then his sit here and watch my bees work- who are clo£e
,
clear
around the car in order to
Administration
took
office
One
ls
Police,
today.
“
Not
that
the
motor

two-party
system
—
one
to
adminis

tasted good and I said so. It was remark about
open the door for her. And she
"shooting them ing for me in the spring and when
The new President is a deeply re
pleasant there on the shady porch back” took on significance. He was tail comes my apples drop off. roll llglous man and ancient rellg)ous in the Department of Agriculture. ist can take the place of the regu- 1 ter the government, and another should take it for granted that the
Secretary Benson made it plain lar officer." he added, “but he always vigilant and aggressively heater and windows will be adjusted
and I munched contentedly while watching me closely and anticipa down the hill and barrel themselves prmclples heavUy innuence Ws
for her comfort. That the car will
that, in his estimations, price sup does enforce many rules upon him ready to take over.”
we sat in companionable silence ted my question.
be clean, and that the windshield
| in the cellar. I've got a winnowing thinking. To quote
ports for farm products should be self."
A somewhat less sanguine view wiper on her side will work so that
and listen to the hum of the bees.
“Yup," he grinned, "Thats right. arrangement that grades them ac- agaiIV „Hlg own ancestors were regarded as emergency measures,
Lieut. deWinter spoke on behalf ls taken by Herbert Hoover in an she too can enjoy the view—even if
«j>Thats a hybrid" said the old gen Just Uke old Jolfnny Appleseed. cording to size and Tm figuring on members of a minority sect which
not as something farmers have of the "Motor Manners" traffic article ln a recent issue of This it rains. And that the speed at
tleman." Itss about all I git these Only I don't do so much traveUlng putting in a cider mill on a sice- migrated from Pennsylvania into
they travel should he geared
coming as a matter of courae. Some safety program now being conduct Week. In his opinion the Number 1 which
to her peace of mind.
days. Nothin like we used to have as he did. I put the seeds in them track under the porch to look after Texas and Kansas believing in the
loud howls greeted this, but the ed by the Maine State Police. He reform needed in our democratic
On the other hand, conversation
though. Remember them Red As- shells and sit right here and plant the culls—Simple isn't it?"
! dlgnity of W11
never whimper.
Secretary got many a pat on the explained that courtesy is a form process "is the restoration of a real during the drive becomes primarily
trahcans, Bell’s Earlies and Golden ’em."
the lady’s social obligation. Upon
"Wonderful,” I told him. "Is it lng for the cold charity which gov- back as well.
l of self-desdpline—doing what you two-party system.”
her rests the burden of entertaining
Russets? Nothin like them around
I grinned appreciatively and he true?”
ernments often give In return for
Another ls ln the State Depart should do even though you may not
Mr.
Hoover
does
not
believe
we
without distracting him. And keep
now. Guess the old strains have chuckled and flUed hls pipe. There
"Heck no.’’ he said '‘Course It subservience . . Much of the Pies- ment Nobody has a stronger desire be obliged to do lt.
have that kind of a system now ing quiet when he's obviously wres
died out
was no hurry. We had aU the after alnl true. Thats Just converaa- ident s hatred of Nazism and Com- to cemtnt and strengthen the anti j Many accidents, he said, are
tling with some immediate :’arfic
For a century and a half, he writes, problem.
I agreed that was probably true noon before us and while I wait tion. You was looking tor some and munlsm seems to stem from the communist countries than Mr
caused by discourteous behavior on the dominant elements in both
The polite driver is considerate
and spoke about some Snow apples ed for the story I knew was coming I'm giving it to you. Drop in again godlessness of those systems.”
Dulles. Nobody ls more certain that the part of motorists.
parties have held “to that interpre of the needs and feelings of his pas
and Nod Heads we used to have I had occasion to notice several some time and I'll tell you about
Here, certainly, ls a key to what the existence of the free world de
senger.
But the polite passenger
“The courteous motorist,” he tation of Liberalism which meant
that the driver can’t con
added, “needs r.o law requiring him more and not less liberty for the realizes
centrate on her and on the road at
to give pedestrians a break. He is individual.” He
adds, “Today, ,he same
considerate of others by force of idological differences smash around
habit.”
like a loose cannon on the decks of
Pressure Groups
Dewinter listed eight sugges both our political parties.”
tions for would-be courteous mot
What, then Is Mr. Hoover’s sug
orists:
gestion? He believes, in essence, Have Won the First Round
1. Give pedestrians a break- that we should have a party of the
Against Eisenhower On
time to get out of your way.
left and a party of the right. The
Price Supports
2. At night, lower your beams leftist party would be the Demo
Pressure
groups have won the
when meeting other cars.
cratic party, and those who held
3. Yield the right of way, even views would belong to it and run first round against President Eisen
though the other fellow may be for office under Its label. The rich hower's effort to free our economy
wrong.
est party would be the Republican of a rigid farm price support pro
4. Overtake and pars only when party, and the views of its members gram, said Dr. Charles F. Phillips,
you are sure that you can do so and candidates would follow that President of Bates College, Lew
with safety to other cars as well as philosophy. Unless this happens, iston. Maine, tonight. He spoke boyour own.
Mr Hoover feels, the democratic fore the annual dinner cf the Aug
Your Bonds can lead a double life!
5. Watch out for children—let process will be wrecked on the usta Junior Chamber of Commerce.
them cross safely. Especially, obey rocks of “conspiring futile frac
"During the last two months," said
speed limits in school zones and the tions” and the two parties "win be Dr. Phillips, "a major straggle
law requiring motorists to stop for on the road to a place where the has been taking place in Washing
school buses which are loading or people can have no authority in the ton. Through Secretary of Agricul
discharging pupils.
ballot box or in the government.” ture Benson, President Eisenhower
6. Adjust your speed according He observes that many European announced his intention to modify
to conditions of weather, road and governments have cracked up be farm price support program by mov
time of day
cause of the multitude of fractional ing in the direction of freer mar
7. Don’t be a road hog. Keep political parties. A good current ex kets. But no sooner had this an
to the right.
•
ample of the dangers of fractional- nouncement been made than many
way ism is France, where it has not Congressmen and Senators, both
8. Don’t
“horn" your
through traffic.
been possible to form effective gov Republicans and Democrats, pounc
ernment at all.
ed on Secretary Benson.
In any event, it is obvious that
"Interestingly enough, some of
Is Not Too Big
both the parties contain many an those who tongue-lashed the Sec
achronisms. To take but two ex retary In the strongest terms are
Private Industry Can Pro amples, the views of Senator Morse also proponents of reducing govern
duce Electricity More Ef of Oregon, who now calls himself ment spending, although contin
an "Independent Republican" are uation of the farm price support
ficiently Than Govern
much more in accord with the of program means increasing expend
ment
ficial position of the Democratic itures.”
Bates College President point
The Pacific Gas and Electric party than that of the OOP—while
Company of California, recently those of Senator Byrd of Virginia, ed out that the best illustration of
celecrated Its centennial anniver who holds office as a Democrat, are the success of pressure groups ls
sary. Countless news stories and very mtch like those of President ln Secretary Benson’s recent an
special events marked the occa Eisenhower and in some instances nouncement that the support pro
sion. PG&E was founded two years are of a more conservative nature. gram will ,be continued for butter.
after California became a state. Its This is the case, to some degree, For the first time ln history, he said
history ls actually a history of with many men in both branches annual per capita consumption of
margarine now exeeds that of butter.
California. Many will flnd the of Congress.
Many students of our political A major cause of the fall in butter
achievements of this company in
Its first hundred years surprising, system hold that a reshuffling of sales Is that the government has
to say the least, because they are our parties, such as Mr. Hoover ad maintained Its market price at about
in such sharp contrast to what vocates, is the only sound and twice the level of margarine. To
redeemed at any time after you have held it
low, those Series E
public ownership advocates have workable solution.
carry out this program the gov
been telling the public. Actually
ernment has already purchased
for two months. But you’ll be smart to hold on
Bonds which have been
PG&E typifies electric develop Helps Income Levy nearly 100,000,000 pounds of butter.
3 new money-making opportunities tor you!
to it if you possibly can, just as you hold on
quietly earning money for you for ten years can
ment throughout the whole United
“Despite the absurdity of con
New Seriei H, J, and K
States.
tinuing the purchase of butter at
to savings in any form.
continue to earn interest ... at 3% com
Defense Bonds pay 2.76% fo 3%!
One of the misstatements we State Auto Tax Is Deduct high prices,” continued Dr. Phillips,
pounded semiannually ... for ten more years.
have heard ls that generating and
ible—Not True Of the
.“Congress has exerted so much
8 million Americans now save regularly with
distributing electric energy today
pressure on President Eisenhower
Ask at your bank for descriptive folders
Your investment can return you as much as
Gasoline Tax
is to big a Job for private Industry
that Secretary Benson has now an
about these new Bonds:
Defense Bonds through the Payroll Savings
80% over the original purchase price.
Although the average Maine nounced a continuation of the pro
to do alone. This myth, along with
Plan. Are you one of them? If you’re not, why
Serie* H. A new current income Bond, available
others, ls swept away by the facts motor vehicle owner paid about gram for another year. This will
ln denominations of $500 to 310.000. Sold at par.
as they are woven into a fascinat $107 last year in special automo cost the taxpayer millions of dollars
not
start
now?
Join
the
Payroll
Savings
Plan
And there is nothing whatever for you to do.
Matures in 9 years 8 months and pays an aver
ing story about PG&E by Charles tive taxes, he can only include $72 since we are buying butter at the
age 3', interest per annum if held to maturity.
where you work. It’s one sure way to save
M. Coleman in a book of some 400 of this as a deductible item in rate of about 1.000,000 pounds
Just keep holding your Bonds as you have
Interest paid semiannually by Treasury check.
figuring his federal income tax.
pages.
because
it
saves
something
out
of
every
check
Annual
limit,
$20,000.
a day.
been. The continued earning period is abso
From a small beginning as a gas
This was pointed out today by
“Moreover, we sre actually hurt
before
you
have
a
chance
to
spend
it.
Series J. A new 12-year appreciation Bond,
lutely automatic. The Bond you got for $18.75
plant with 237 customers it grew Leroy T. Snowdon. Executive Sec ing the ultimate position of dairy
available in denominations of $25 to $100,000.
until today it employes 18300 peo retary of the Maine Petroleum In farmers since by holding up butter
can now pay you $33.67 ... a $37.50 Bond will
Sold at 72% of par value. Pays 2.76’, com
ple with an annual payroll exceed dustries Committee, in a reminder prices we are further encouraging
No motfor how smoll your income, you know you
pounded semiannually if held to maturity.
be worth $67.34 . . . and so on.
ing $77,000,000. It has approxi to motorists that State gasoline the consumption of margarine. In
Annual
limit.
$200,000
issue
price
jointly
with
can’t afford not to put something aside for
mately 200.000 stockholders, 75 taxes at the rate of six cents per other words, Instead of solving the
Series K Bonds.
electric generating plants with a gallon and State motor license problem we are merely making it
yourself. So strengthen your own future and
This is true of all Series E Bonds—the ones you
total capacity of over 4,000.000 fees can be shown as deductions worse because ultimately the dairy
Series K. A new 12-year current-income Bond in
that of your country by saving your money in
denominations of $500 to $100,000. Pays inter
horsepower. Projects under way on federal Income tax returns.
own now and any you may invest in in the
farmers will have to adjust pro
est semiannually by Treasury check at the rale
will add another 2,000,000 horse
U. S. Defense Bonds through the Payroll
The 2-cent gallon federal gaso duction to the decreasing demand
future. Every Bond you invest in now starts
of 2.76’, per annum. Sold at par. Annual limit,
power. Its total assets approximate line tax and federal levies on new for butter. No price support pro
Savings Plan. Or if you’re self-employed, start
$200,000 issue price Jointly with Series J Bonds.
$1,750,000,000. In 1951 it paid $65,- cars, parts, accessories, lubricating gram can escape the fact that
earning interest sooner and matures earlier, too.
a Bond-A-Month Plan at your bank. It’s safe,
000,000 in taxes to government. By oil, tires and tubes—while they add ' eventually price is determined by
V
the end of 1953, its expansion pro another $35.00 to the average ve 1 market demand and supply."
it’s sure, it’s automaticl
Of course, any Series E Bond may still be
gram since the war will total more hicle owner's special tax bill—are
than $1,000,000,000. Such a record not deductible, he said
come tax. He added:
shows that no Job in electric devel
Mr Snowdon stressed that moto
“If the motorist kept a record
opment is too big for private en rists would have to compute their
of ail his special auto taxes and
terprise.
own tax deductions on the basis fees, he would soon see why he Is
California makes no bones about
of actual gasoline purchases and so often called the most heavily
being proud of the accomplish
license fee payments during the taxed citizen in the state."
ments of its citizens. In confirma
year, but he predicted that many
tion of this, witness the State Sen
vehicle owners will be surprised to
ate concurrent resolution adopted
learn the amount involved in these
rU U. A. OohhumiU
notf pay far Uu adtrrhfing Tkr Trtatary'Drpartmaat tkaaka,
January’
14.
1953. “Extending
far tkrw patriaitt donation. (fU kdirtinni Conneil and
items.
RUBBER STAMPS
heartiest congratulations to the
Citing
a
Federal
Reserve
Board
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
ANT SIZE
on the occasion of its centennial . . study which shows that the typical
and completion of 10 year of faith car owner earns less than $4,000 per
Oa Order
year. Snowdon observed that many
ful and conscientious service.’’
motorists actually pay more in spe
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
For social items in The Courier- cial automotive taxes over a year's
Gazette, Phone 10*4. City.
tf ume than they pay in federal in-

AND NOW HE'S AN APPLECUREAN

Deeply Religious

How your maturing
Serie! EDefense, Bond!
eon eorn for !0yeors more.., of3%

Nov even better! Invest more in Defense Bonds!

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
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THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

or telephoned to
MRS OLADY8 CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Miss Marion Pickard has re
turned to her duties at the Thom
aston National Bank after a vaca
tion spent in Providence and Bos
ton.
Miss Gladvs Doherty has re
turned from a visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs Douglas Brooks
are spending a vacation in Florida
Mrs Dorothy Welch, Mrs. Hilda
Keyes. Miss Ethel Upham of this
town and Mrs. Charlotte LaCrosse
of Rockland, attended the St Pat
rick’s concert at St. Bernard's
Catholic Church. Rockland, Sun
day night.
Mr and Mrs Weston Young are
spending a vacation in Florida. i
Harold B Andrews of Hyannis.
Mass. was a recent guest at the
Knox Hotel, coming to visit his
mother, Mrs. Minnie Gillchrist
Andrews, who is ill in Warren.
Mrs Dorothy Welch has returned
home after visiting her sister, Mrs
Helen Libby, at Saco
Mr. and Mrs Joel M Miller have
gone on a trip to Florida
Payson George of Boston was a
weekend giuest of his father. Don
ald P. George
Mrs. Martha Carter is visiting
her daughter, Mrs Willis Stiles In
Portland.
Mrs Robert Andrews is visiting

her niece in Norfolk. Va
Mrs Warren Bulkeley returned
to her home in Marblehead. Mass.,
after being the guest of her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. El
liot.
Orient Lodge. A.F. and AM. will
work a special MM degree tonight
at 7.30 at the Masonic Temple pre
ceded by a 630 supper
St. James Women's Club will
meet Wednesday night, 7.30 at the
church hall.
The committee on the food sale
sponsored by the Women of St.
James' Catholic Church Thursday
2 p m. at Donaldson's paper store
will be Mrs Lewis Hanley and Mrs
Harold Richardson.

have been at the home of Mrs
Seavey’s father, Charles Nash.
The Cushing choir is rehearsing Camden, while Mr Seavey is re
for a cantata entitled “Life Eter cuperating from a surgical opera
nal" to be presented at the Broad tion were guests Tuesday of Mr and
Cove church Easter Suhday eve Mrs. James Davis.
ning at 730.
Irving Fales has had a televi
Aubrey Aiken of Boston spent sion set installed
the weekend here with Mrs. Aiken
Miss Elisabeth Ogilvie and Mrs.
and son David.
Dorothy Simpson have gone to
Frank Richards of Thomaston
New York on business. On their
visited his brother, Ralph Rich
return they will visit Miss Ogilvie's
ards last week.
parents in Quincy. Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Cecil Barter and
Mrs. Oscar Niederman and chil
son Tody of Stonington have been
visiting relatives in Cushing and dren Kim and Kristi recently ar
Friendship. They left riday for rived from Floida. where they spent
Caldwell, Conn., accompanied by the winter and will make an ex
Mrs. Richard Fales and daughter tended visit -with her parents, Mr
Marie to visit Mr. and Mrs. Arthur and Mrs Clarence Wales. Mr
Smith Mis. Smith is a sister of Niedermann. who is employed by
North American Airways is ln
Mrs Barter and Mrs. Fales.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Jones spent Korea.
Mrs. Estelle Saastamoinen will
Sunday at their home on Hath
be hostess to the BH Jr. Club
orne's Point.
Congratulations to the newly Tuesday night.
Miss Dorothy Crute arrived
weds. Mr. and Mrs. Edward KilWednesday from Georgia, coming
leran.
Kendall Orff attended a meeting of to Portland by plane, having been
the Maine Outooard Racing Asso called heme by the death of her
mother. She will return by plane
ciation Sunday night at Unity.
Lemuel Miller who is spending on Tuesday to Atlanta to ^resume
the winter in Rockland was guest her studies at the University of
Tuesday of his daughter. Mrs. Me'. Georgia
Douglas Crute, who is in the
Maloney. Miss Dorothy Davol of
Pleasant Point was a dinner guest Merchant Marine and who was also
called home bv the death of his
of Mrs. Maloney Wednesday.
The community was shocked mother arrived Thursday, having
and saddened Tuesday to learn of flown by plane from San Francisco,
the sudden death of Mrs. Frank Calif., and will remain two or three
weeks.
Crute. Obituary deferred.
Mrs Aubrey Aiken and son Da
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Seavey who
vid. accompanied by Miss Eileen
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Cheshire, motored Sunday to BosBids for the construction of a
sewer on West Main Street. Thom I ton to visit Mrs. Aiken's parents,
aston. will be received up to 6.30 j Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jones a few
P. M. March 28th at the Town 1 daws, returning on Wednesday.
Office, Knox St., Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Orff were
Proposals and other information guests Saturday night of Mr and
will be available at the Town Offire
on and after Tuesday, March 24, Mrs. Lewis Meguire in Camden.
Richard Fales motored Saturday
1953.
36-lt

CUSHING

SEASIDE WONDERLAND THURSDAY

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Rockport Students Ready For Annual

Mr and Mrs. Archie Herrick
will observe their fiftieth wedding
anniversary Tuesday, March 24.
by holding open house from 7.30 to
P.30 p. m. at their home on Bel' mont avenue
The Seaside Club of Seaside
' Chajpter OES announces Mrs
I Gertrude Fogg as its president:
! Mrs. Natalie Parker as vice presi
dent. and Mrs Mary Alley as secI retary-treasurer.
The Wesleyan Sen-ice Guild will
i meet at the Methodist Church
Tuesday night. A covered dish
i supper will be served at 6 p m
[ Miss Mary Ann Hale, a student
i at Gorham State TeacheF5' ColJ lege, ar.d Freddie Hale, of Virginia
i were weekend guests of their
mother, Mrs Evelyn Bryant.
There will be a regular meeting
! of Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
Wednesday, at 730 p. m.
There will be a special business

Dr. Jameson Spoke

About 35 members of the P.T.A.
were present Wednesday night to
hear-Dr. C. Harold Jameson speak
in conjunction with the film dis
tributed by the American Cancer
society. The theme of Dr. Jame
son's talk was. "Cancer Is A Cur
able Disease If Treated Early
Enough."
He emphasized the
point that the public needs to be
educated as to the danger signals
which indicate possible cancer and
the ahsalufe necessity of quick
action, if any such symptoms ap
pear.

CAMDEN

Gwendolyn Thornton Queen of The Green

Photo by Barde | meeting of the Chestnut Street
Irish kings and Irish queens are legend, filling h 'ok after book of history, but none could have been 1 Baptist Church Tuesday night at
any nicer, nor more dignified, than the two chosen at the St. Patrick Bali at Thomaston Friday, to reign u,,ri -«» as ™-eover the festivities. Queen Gwendolyn Thornton and King Gerald Chadwick.
!
aaOp tne oua-ei.
p

sented by the budget committee.
The Irish Ball held by student day by the students. Two seniors led the grand march. Henrietta for next year
body of Thomaston High School were selected to represent Irish Sheffield was announcer and acted
Rebekah Doing*
Friday at Watts Hall tbere. wound | royalty'
, as master of ceremonies for the! The district meeting of District
,
King Gerald Chadwick is the son entertainment furnished by Peter i 16 was neia in Masonic wail
ud the weekX festivities in a blaze
rian &aip
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Chadwick Stone, with a vocal solo, and a duet rdav
M
Rebekah
of glory. Attendance was good, the ancj jg a mem.ber of Thomaston's J rendered by Mary Steele and Jim- ,
as hostess The afternoon
hall was splendidly decorated with baseball team.
my Whitney.
\
,
„
_
; session convened at 2 30 p m. and
shamrocks, four-leaf clovers, clay
Queen
Gwendolyn
Thornton.
The royal court was made up of ...
. „
.
,
„„ the evening session at 7 30 p m
pipes, and gTeen and gold stream daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Margaret Butler and Douglas Mil...
_
.
,
,
,
.
’ ...
with Mrs. Jeanette Dennison, disers. and there were numerous door Thornton. made a lovely appear-' ler. seniors: Jeanne Spaulding,!
J
,
,
.
,
,
,
t
..
trict deputy president of District
prizes.
ance in her regal robe of green. Janice Putnam, Leroy Fetteroli ..
„
,
J 16.
presiding.
Distinguished
Jigs and reels and other dances with crown to match. She is the and Richard McFarland, Juniors.
' guests present were Mrs Conw’ere rendered by Doug Vlnal’s or co-valedictorian of her class, mem-: Gwen Sawyer, Jean Olson, Dennis
— ,
.. . . ...
ber of the National Honor Society, Sawyer and
Gerald Anderson, i s ance ^ac al ' Presl
0 ‘ e
chestra.
sophomores; and Sandra Putnam.! Re,5ekah Assembly of - a ne, er
Highlight of the evening was the and editor of the yearbook.
To Albert Elliot fell the honor Joan Edwards, Dana Putnam and i raarshal- Miss Ruth Rogers' Mrs
crowning of the King and Queen of
Jeanette Dennison, Distnct Dep
the Green, chosen earlier in the of crowning the couple and he also Ronald Anderson, freshmen.
uty President of District 16. her
marshal, Mrs. Margaret Wood:
to Stonington with Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Simonton, Jr., Steve
Mrs Inez Crosby, past president of
Winfield Lash, who plan to move
Lawton, Sr., Steve Lawton, Jr., E
the Association Rebekah Assem
ROCKPORT
there as Mr. Lash has employment
Maynard Graffam, Dr. Howard
blies; Mrs Addie Brown, Miss Bes
in a shipyard.’
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH Appollonio,
Frederick Richards,
sie Bowers, past associate presidents
Correspondent
S Sgt. Donald Lunt of Rockland,
Darrell Pound. John Annls. Chesley
of the Lady's Auxiliary Patriarchs
Telephone
Camden
2483
who is on a ten-day leave from
Crlpps. William Bartlett. Franklin
Militant, Mrs. Lydia Drinkwater.
MacDill Air Base in Florida. Mrs.
Clough. Arnold McPheters. Charles
District Deputy President of Dis
Lunt and baby son Donald spent
Rhodes.
Jr.,
Herbert
Sylvester
and
Mrs. Etta Thurston and her. sistrict 17; Etta Porter. D. D Presi
Wednesday evening with Mr and ! ter. Miss Anne Richards, have L. True Spear, Sr.
dent of District 21 and Ade'.ma
Mrs Reino Saastamoinen.
returned to their home.
Mrs
Busy Bees Buzz
McFarland. D.D P of District 24.
Matsons Honored
Thurston has been a guest at TayThe West Side Busy Bees 4-H Mrs. Mae McFarland, Past Presi
Mr. and Mrs Kendall Orff en- lor Inn. Camden, and her sister has club girls were dinner guests of the dent of Rebekah Assembly of
tertained recently at dinner and been at Blenis’ Nursing Home
Rockport Extension Association on Maine. The Memorial service was
cards in honor of Mr and Mrs
The Rockport schools will close Thursday at the Rockport Baptist by Miriam Rebekah Lodge of
Robert Matson's fifth wedding an- j April 10 for their Easter vacation church vestry,
Rockland and the degree work by
niversary. Guests were Mr and instead of April 17.
A demonstration of the 4-H Club Puritan Rebekah Lodge of Ten
Mrs. Matson of Waldoboro. Mr.
I.ie men of Simonton & Corner business meeting was given by the ants Harbor Supper was served
and Mrs Lewis Meguire of Camden ; held a chopping and sawing wood giris and they sang songs from at 630 with Mrs Katherine Dow
and'Mr. and Mrs Edrar R bbins of bee Sunday for Mrs. Louise Melvin thejr 4_n club books also a 4-H as chairman.
Rockland. Mrs Y^itscn is a sister A fish chowder dinner was served sonp was SUngto the tune of
Ladies Circle Will Meet
of ‘Mrs. Orff
at noon by the community at the "Yankee Doodle," the words being
The Ladies Circle of the Chest
Entertain Choir
• •1
composed by Henry Fisher.
nut Street Baptist Church will
Mr. and Mrs Merie □. James enReceive Charter
The girls asked for remarks from hold an all-day meeting on Wed
tertained the Cushing choir the
The Rockport Lions Club held a the Extension members.
nesday beginning at 10 a m. The
A table was displayed with ar members are asked to bring a box
evening of March 13. There was a ; banquet and received their charter
rehearsal for the Easter Cantata : Thursday evening at Mt. Pleasant ticles the girls had made, consisting lunch. Sewing will be done on ar
after which delicious refreshments ! Grange in West Rockport,
of needle holders, wrist pin cush ticles for the summer sale
were served and a delightful social ] There were about 109 people at- ions, head scarves and draw string
hour enjoyed. Present besides the tending with ladies of the members Swedish weaving bags
FRIENDSHIP
They held their regular meeting
host and hostess were Margaret as guests.
On Friday Mr. and Mrs Carlton
Wilson, Dorothy Russel!, Marjory j The charter was presented to Friday evening at the home of their
Russell. Louise Ames. Kay Crute.' President Charles Hudson by Dis- leader. Mrs. Lillian Clough. There Simmons. Miss Eda Lawry. Mrs
Frank Conary and Mrs Myron
Verna Wotton, Alan Ames, Walter trict Governor of Lions, George were two visitors present. Work Simmons motored to Boston to at
was
done
on
their
4-H
Club
scrap

Chapman. Alfred Orne. Geraldine ' Clements of Belfast.
tend the Flower Show.
Prior. Shirley Crute. Ramona
book.
Several peeople from here at
Firemen’s Banquet
Crute. Kathelen Weed. Elaine
Wesleyan Guild
tended the Tri-County party at the
The Rockport Firemen held their
Fales. Jeannette Orff and Gladys
The Rockport Wesleyan Guild Community Building in Rockland
annual banquet at the Masonic
Davis. Ur.able to attend were ArHall Friday night, with Fire Chiefs met at the Methodist Church vestry Thursday night.
thur Woodbury Dr Benson. Bobby an(J membcrg
m
flre last week with Mrs Marjorie Dodge.
Master David Lash has been a
I'*> ann and
ann Estelle
R_ftt.pl ip sa
afomcirinn i,
i
,___
Delano
Saastamoinen.
,
„ j
. „
____________
1 companies. Camden and Rockport Mrs. Roberta Best and Mrs. Ruth tonsilectomy patient at the Miles
Erickson as co-hostesses.
Memorial Hospital. Damariscotta business men as special guests.
At the business meeting it was
Mrs. Myron Simmons, Mrs Ev
There were approximately 65
voted to donate 82 00 to the Red erett Pender, Miss Margaret Sim
present.
mons and Mr and Mrs. Paul Sim
"Service after the sale" Is our
scallop stew was served as the Cross
The next meeting will be April mons attended the Community
slogan and has been since “B:oad- main dish with apple pie for des8 at the home of Mrs Jean Selmer- Concert in Belfast recently.
casting Began." Experience and gert.
Mrs. Lavina Poland has returned
The
technical knowledge combined with
Following the supper a spontan- Larsen, Beauchamp Read.
proper, latest instruments insure go us program was given with hostesses will be Mrs Charlotte | home after spending the winter ln
our customers TV satisfaction. Roland Richards speaking for the Farley. Mrs Doris Graffam and Rockland and South Waldoboro.
Last Wednesday the following
House-Sherman, Inc., Main St., Rockport Firemen in the absence Mrs. Louise Farnham.
group. Mrs. Agnes Wincapaw. Mrs.
Rockland.
Adv. I of the Fire Chief.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oaaette Roscoe Simmons. Rev. Kathleen
Fire Chief Allen Payson of CamWeed, Alfred Orne. Mr. and Mrs.
Advortiae in The Courier-Oazette
ded gave a talk on "Mutual Fire gesasMSMOH.XXXXXXXXXXXN
Carlton Simmons, Mr. and Mrs.
Aid;” colored movies were shown
Lew Benner and family and George
by Dr. Howard Appollonio of Rock
Eaton, motored to Wilton to see
port and Fire Chief Van Russell
and hear the Rev and Mrs. Harpell,
GAME PARTY
of Rockland gave a short talk.
WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
Guests attending:
Fire Chief Severy Evening at 8.00. Matinee* J
Every Tuesday Night
Allen Payson of Camden: Fire' ■ Saturday at 2.90. Sunday at 1.00 <
Chief Van Russell of Rockland: j
.Minimum Prize $2.50.
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY j
Fire Chief Anderson of Thomaston; j
SPECIAL GAMES
MARCH 24-25
Fire Chief Fred Batty of South I
Charles Boyer, Lonb Jourdan
3 Cards For 5c
Thomaston; Fire Chief Wadsworth
Marsha Hunt in
■'starring in
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
“THE HAPPY TIME"
of Appleton; Tabby Coombs, Wes- .
NO. 37
FREEDOM!
ley Barter, Maurice Robbins, Bob [
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
Thomaston Natl Bank Building
Monroe, George Thomas, Robert
MARCH
26-27
U&A. IH
1-T-tf
Crabtree. Elmer Heald. Clyde Mar- , J Dan Dailev. Constance Smith injj
TAKfS YOU IICMT INSIDE
J
“
TAXI
”
riner, George James. Leroy Morong.,
THI U S SENATE*
T
David Crockett, Sr., Lee Bartlett. {SATURDAY ONLY. MARCH 28i
Jjohn
Hodiak.
Stephen
McNally,J
Robert HaU, George Grafton, Nel- i
CLAYT BITLER
Linda Christian in
W WRKD p’ ”
son Moody, Alton Keene, Harvey j
SPONSORED BY
"BATTLE ZONE"
Wants to See YOU About Simonton, Carroll Berry, Arthur,
Marine Corps Story
The
Factory Store
Walker, Ed Champney, Warrer.
36-ltJ
THOMASTON. MAINE
33-T-36
Ulmer, Stuart Farnham. Henry | ..XXAXXXXA.XXXXXXXXXXXXXX4
Carleton, George Parker, Walt I
Richards, Earlyn Wheeler, Clarence'
TIRES
Pendleton, Raymond Simonton, Sr..'
TYLER SCHOOL P. T. A. FAIR

Tele Vision

A Portable Mixer
that really mixes
This amazingly lightweight mixer weighs only
J pounds. Yet, it’s powerful enough to do
tough mixing jobs. So convenient to i«.
carry it to any part of the kitchen to no
your mixing.

Three Day Carnival This Week
The students of Rockport High
School are close to opening day of
their annual spring show, Seaside
Wonderland, which finances the
trip of the seniors to the nation's
capital.
The three day affair opens
Thursday under the direction of
Principal Frederick Richards and
his staff, starting at 2 p. m. Per
formances and features of the show
are not limited to high school stu
dents out draw players and acts
from all the school of the com
munity.
Not only will the show embrace
aU schools of the town but talent
is being drawn from Camden and
St Oeorge in the high school bands
of those communities which wiU
appear Friday and Saturday eve
nings respectively.
As in the case every year, there
is considerable interest In the
queen contest In which there are
five candidates. Competing for the
coveted title are; Marilyn Gray,
Doris Richards, Marilyn Jones,
PhyUis Simonton
and Barbara
Thorndike. Identity of the chosen
girl is held secret until a moment
before the coronation ceremonies
Thursday evening
The program of events as sched
uled by a committee ln charge fol
lows:

FREE 15-DAY HOME TRIAL
Return it if you don't like it!
There’s no better way to know the merits of this fine
mixer than to try it right in your home for 15 days
FREE. No deposit required. If you don’t like it—return
it. If you do—pay only $1.95 down, $2.50 monthly.

power

AINE
0 MPA N V

Friday Afternoon
Rockville school presents a "May
Pole Dance."
West Rockport School, "Shoe
maker's Shop.”
Grades III and TV, East Side
School present “In Disney Land."
Friday Evening
Grades V and VI. East Side
School, staging, "South of the Bor
der.”
Specialty dance, Frances and
Robert Cain.
Concert by Camden High School^
Band.
Olee Club and chorus of Rockport
High School present, “The Irving
Berlin Show.”
Saturday Afternoon

Thursday Afternoon

Grades I and H East Side
School; cowboys and cowgirls from
“Deep In the Heart of Texas."
Sub primary, Hoboken School in
"Holiday Time," special number.
Rickety Rlchshaw." Marlene Hall
and Douglas Norbeck.

Specialty number. Marleene Hall
and Douglas Norbeck.
Disc Jockey Show. Rockport High
School talent. Concert. St. Oeorge
High School Band. Jazz Band, Hav
ener's Ensemble.
M

Evangelists, who had previously
held services In Friendship.
Alfred Morton was presented
with a framed certificate of 25
year membership to the American
Legion Post by Gerald Adams.
Commander. Vice commander Al
bert Welch and Adjutant Roy Em
erson of Thomaston.
Lew Benner has had a television
set installed at hi* home.
Winfield Lash is moving his
family to Stonington where he has
employment.
Mr and Mrs. Luther Lee have
bought the former Seaver-Crane
home al East Friendship.
Stork Shower

A surprise stork shower was giv
en Mrs. Frances Richardson at the
home of Mrs. John Guisani with 24
present. She received many dainty
and lovely gifts. Delicious refresh
ments were served and a social
evening enjoyed.

Saturday Evening

JOHN V. DELANO

John V. Delano, 76. died unex
pectedly at Rockland on Saturday
evening. The deceased who lived at
9 Willow street, apparently suffered
a stroke and fell down a flight of
steps at Ti Park street, according
to Rockland police. He was dead
upon arrival at Knox County Gen
eral Hospital.
He was bom in 1876 at Friend
ship, son of Thomas and Diantha
Delano. Surviving are four sons,
Walter, South Warren: Gilbert,
Rockland; Chester, New Bruns
wick, N. J„ and Vernon Delano of
Philadelphia.
JJ'
Three daughters who survive ar*
Mrs. Annie N.ve, Mrs. Ethel Crouse
and Mrs. Ruth Coffin, all of Rock
land. There are also 10 grandchil
dren and 19 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held to
day, Tuesday at 3 p. m.. at the Da
vis Funeral Home, Rockland, Rev.
J Charles MacDonald, officiating.
Interment will be in Riverside cem
etery, Waldoboro.

OWEN B. ATHF.ARN
Owen B. Atheam. 87. a retired
ship carpenter died at his home,
For social items in The Courier57 Crescent street, Friday.
Gazette. Phone 1044, City.
tf
Born Aug. 11, 1865. at Hope as!
the son of Sumner and Catherine i
Lang Atheam he is survived by
Camden Theatre
two sons. Maurice of Rockland and '
Chester Athearn of Dover, N H .
TODAY-WED.-THURS.
and two daughters. Mrs Harold I Beyond Your Wildest Dreams!
Coombs. Cwl’6 Head and Mrs. Er- I
“ISLAND OF DESIRE”
nest Gamage, Rockland, as well as j
In Golden Technicolor—
several grandchildren and great
Starring the Screen’s
grandchildren.
Sensational New “Sigh-Guy”
Funeral services will be con
TAB HUNTER
ducted this (Tuesday! afternoon at
and Co-Starring
2 p. m., at the Russell Funeral
Home. Rev. Charles R Monteith
LINDA DARNELL
officiating Burial at Achorn cem
36-lt
etery will follow.

TODAY & WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY AND'
WEDNESDAY ONLY!

9.00—6.30—8.30
W

Another Heartwarming Story
From the City That Gave
You "The Miracle Of
34th Street ..."
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STARTS THURSDAY

Friday Night, March 27

FINNISH-AMERICAN DANCE
— BENEFIT —

Heart Campaign Fund

CENTRAL

Thursday Evening
Grades VII and VHI. East Side
School in "Hawaiian Moonlight.”
Concert by Rockport High Schod^
Band
Fashion show. Bell Shop gowns
worns by models.
Coronation of the queen

Talent show,
Rockport High
School students.
Quartette, Ted Sullivan, Dick
Dean, Dick Cash, Harold Crockett.
Concert by
Rockport School
Band.

WALDO

Portable
Mixer

Grades I. H and III. Hoboken
School, “Apple
Blossom Drill,”
girls. "Rooster Parade," boys.

MARCH 28, 1953

Waldoboro High School Auditorium
BILL ELGLAND ORCHESTRA
DONATION

Doors Open at 6.30 O'clock

7 Free Door Prizes

SCHOOL PLAY. 7 O'CLOCK
MOVIES. CONTINUOUS
TEA ROOM—Open At 4 O’clock To Public
CANDY — FANCY WORK — WHITE ELEPHANT8 — GRABS
COOKED FOOD — SODA — POP CORN

FUN FOR ALL

2ft
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arcmomi nen*

See Her On DitpU) “ Stonington Furniture Store
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Showa: 2.00—6.30—830

“JANIE” That Loveable Doll with 63 Complete Out
fits will be Given Away at 10 O'clock Friday Night

8.30 to 12.00

iXXXXXXXXXNXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAXXXXXXVkXXXXX

Free Admission to Building

WEDNESDAY NITE IS
FAMILY NITE
(Children Free When Accom36-lt

panled By Parents)

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 24, 1953
The Rockland Business and Pro
fessional Women’s Club will hold
its program meeting, Wednesday
night, March 25 at the Farnsworth
Museum at 7-30 Mrs. Joyce Champ
lin, legislation chairman is in
charge of the program and an
nounces that Seth Low and Miss
Dorothy Lawry will be the speak
ers. Mr Low will tell of bills that
are now pending and of those that
have passed that are of local in
terest. Miss Lawry will talk about
legislative procedure.

Social Matters

Mrs. Thelma Parsons, president
William A. Seavey has returned
home after spending the winter in of the Rockland Emblem Club, re
quests all in-coming axid out-going
West Palm Beach, Florida.
officers to be present Thursday i
A WCTU Silver Medal Speech night at 7.30 for a drill meeting at'
Contest will be the feature at the the Elks Home.
Junior High School assembly Wed
The Kola Klub of the Methodist
nesday afternoon at 2 o’clock with
Twenty Cedar street neighbors Church met on Thursday evening
wix students taking part Members met last night at the home of Mrs. i
fcr a covered dish supper. Group
of the Union, friends and parents Knott C Rankin to wel-ome Mrs
singing and a business meeting
of the pupils are invited to attend j Margaret Ahearn Fifleld of Old
were followed by an interesting talk
Saybrook. Conn., as a new neigh by Winfield Chatto on his recent
Edwin Libby Relief Corps held bor. Mrs. Margaret Adams who has
experiences in the Army both in
its regular meeting March 12 with returned from Bath and to say
this country and in England
Oertrude Salo presiding. Through goodby to Mrs. Reta Wallace who
illness Mrs. Lucy Sawyer resigned is leaving soon for Northeast Har-1
Mrs. Oliver Holden returned Sun
her office as vice president and bor. Corsages were given the guests
day from the Maine General Hos
Miss Alice Smalley was elected to of honor Games, music and re
pital in Portland where she has
that office. Susie Kail was elected freshments made one more evening
been a surgical patient.
to the office of Ouard and Mrs. of happy remembrance for all.
Eliza Plummer
installed.
Miss
Mrs Freeman Young ls visiting
femalley and Mrs. Karl. Business
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Tripp of her mother, Mrs. Isabel Twaddel
was discussed and it was voted to Portland spent Sunday with his and her sister, Mrs. Hattie Keene
have a supper March 28. The next parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Tripp in Somerville, Mass.
regular
meeting will be
held at the Highlands.
Mrs. Joyce Ross was hostess
Thursday night. Readings were
, given by several members, a piano
Richard Sparrow of Needham. Thursday evening to the F.E.W.
, 4ol by Mrs. Simpson and Patri Mass., and Mrs. Robert Wheeler of class of the First Baptist Church
otic questions given by Mrs. Plum Medfield, Mass., spent the weekend at her home at 144 South Main
mer.
vj-ith their sister and brother-in- street. The evening was devoted to
law. Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Ames, White Cross work. Refreshments
Mrs. Clara Emery was in Augusta North Main street. The group were were served by the hostess. Present
last Wednesday as guest of Carl Sunday guests of their grandpar were. Mrs. Helen Fogarty, Mrs
Hilton. Representative from Bre ents. Mr. and Mrs. W S. Tripp at Madeline Shaw. Mrs Mildred Hart,
men. She attended the hearing be the Highlands.
Mrs. Gloria Spinney. Mrs. Mae
fore thp liquor control commission
Philbrook. Mrs. Norma Philbrook.
that afternoon and also attended a
Rockland Junior Women’s Club Miss Carol Elwell and Miss Celia
very Interesting debate on the bill will hold a work meeting tonight Herrick.
if 18 year olds should be given the at Nurses Home at 8 p m
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Spear,
right to vote.
I
Mrs. Nathan Witham and daugh who have been in West Palm Beach
The WCTU will hold an open ters Mrs. Ruth Fogarty and Miss i Fla., since November, returned to
meeting Friday at 2.30 p. m. in the Gloria Witham of Bath, spent the . their home on Talbot avenue last
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium. past weekend in Boston. While, week. Mr. Spear is presently at
Mrs. Augusta Christie. President of there they attended the Flower) Newfound Lake in New Hampshire
State WCTU and Represent Show and the New England Boys’ making preparations for the spring
ative
to the Legislature
from Basketball Tournament.
fishing season.
Presque Isle will be the guest
Mrs. Emma Harvey, Mrs. Esther
Th? regular meeting »of Anderson
speaker, also Miss Dorothy Lawry.
Representative
from
Rockland Long, Mrs. Eva Gray and Mrs El Auxiliary was held Wednesdav eve
They will speak on Women’s Work mer Ames motored to Massachu ning with Ruth Thompson presid
in Legislature. Members of the lo setts Friday. Mrs. Harvey and Mrs. ing in the absence of President
cal Women’s Clubs are invited to Long were weekend guests of Mrs. Bernice Hatch who is ill. Two apattend. Mrs. Christie is also a mem Harvey’E daughter. Miss Marion plicat.ons were presented for in
ber of the Liquor Control Com Harvey ln Braintree. Mass, and vestigation. A donatiofl was given
mittee where the wet and dry bills they attended the Flower Show in the Memorial Fund to the Grand
are being heard and can give an Boston. Mrs Gray was the guest of Army of the Republic and a do
Inside view on reactions to the high, relatives in Quincy and Mrs Ames nation was given to the Red Cross
visited her parents in Everett A St. Patricks program was pre
pressure groups.
Mass. The group returned home sented by Patriotic Instructor Eve- I
Mr and Mrs Walter E. Morse Sunday night.
lyn St. Clair. Birthdays were cele-1
Jr., attended a luncheon at the
brated and refreshments served
Mrs. John Richardson was host
Blaine Mansion on Tuesday given
Jjy Gov., and Mrs. Burton E Cross. ess Monday night to the T.H.E
( On Wednesday and Thursday they
Club for dessert bridge. Prizes in
attended the Flower Show ln Bos auction were won by Mrs Albert
R. Havener. Sr.. Mrs. Joseph Em Girls Entertained At Knox
ton.
ery, Mrs. Louis B. Cook and Mrs
Hotel By General Knox
The Knox Shrine Club will hold fc. C. Boody, Jr.
Chapter Of Thomaston
a banquet at the Camden Snow
Mrs Albert Payson was honored
Bowl April 10. Entertainment from
Gen. Knox Chapter, DAR. of
Boston. Many Shriners all over at a surprise stork shower Friday Thomaston entertained at dinner
night given by
Mrs
Kenneth in the Knox Hotel March 16 for
the 8tate are expected to attend.
Stone at her home at Ingraham the four girls who won the Good
J. Malcolm Humphrey has bought Hill with Mrs. Thomas Iott assist
Citizenship awards. Pins were pre
the Davis Block ln Thomaston ing hostess. The many dainty gifts
sented to each girl. Miss Martha
from Mrs. Leah Davis Brooks
were presented in a basket prettily Jack of Thomaston, daughter of
decorated in pink and blue. Re Mr and Mrs. Harold Jack, and a
freshments included two handsome
senior in -the Thomaston High
COOKED FOOD SALE
shower cakes made by Mrs Iott
School; Miss Grace E Pushaw of
and Mrs
Robert MacWilliams.
SATURDAY, MARCH 28
Union, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Others present were: Mrs Oliver
10 A. M.
Joseph Pushaw and a senior in the
Curtis, Mrs. Charles McLain. Mrs.
Burpee Furniture Co.
Union High School: Miss Barbara
Robert MacWilliams, Mrs. Kenneth
Auspices St. Peter’s Choir
Sawyer, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
36-37 Feyler, Mrs. Lloyd Wingate. Mrs.
John Sawyer of Martinsville and a )
Perry Hooper, Mrs William Whit
senior at the St. George High
ney. Mrs. Louie Matherson. Mrs
School and Miss Avis Gammon,
Gordon Simmons and Miss Chris
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin j
tine Cavarsan. Sending gifts but
Gammon, and a senior at Warren
unable to attend were Mrs. Ken
High School, were the winners.
neth Matherson. Mrs. Ernest Ben
After dinner the DAR membersI
ner and Mrs Lee Wotton.
and their guests were entertained
TARNISH
by Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins who
W I
showed her colored pictures of
REMOVER
Alaska and gave a delightful and I
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TIRRELL TAKES OATH OF OFFICE

State Cosmotologists Will
Hold Session Sunday At
South Paris

@
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Photo by Jerome Burrows

March 12 was an important day
in the iivei of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam B. Hall of North Cushing for
Sunday March 29. at the South
on that date they celebrated their
Paris Inn, South Paris. ReservaS' BBSS! 2
B “
I tS
Golden W’edding Anniversary.
tions are in charge of Gail Morr r*u
They had planned to observe the
row. South Paris. At 10 a. m.. meet
occasion quietly, but at noon they
ing with State Convention Chair
were pleasantly surprised by the
man; 11 a m., ineeting with all
arrival of their two sons, Dean and
Unit President and members of
his wife Ruth of New Cumberland,
their Board; 12 noon, luncheon;
Penn., and Clyde of Manchester,
1.30 p. m.. state meeting followed
Mass.
by educational programs done by.
"R N. Club" will hold their next
They were Joined the next day
two members of the Maine State
regular meeting on March 24. Mrs. by Clyde's wife, Lillian, and son,
Hair Fashion Guild.
Plans will be made for the State Nora Seavey. R. N.. Thomaston, as Lawrence. Mrs. Rachel Hall (wi
Convention Sept. 27-29 to be held program chairman, reports that dow of their son. Lee who passed
at the Eastland Hotel in Portland. Mrs- Burt” Gregory of Glen Cove aw-ay a year ago) and son David
Convention Chairnlan. Miss Dora
show slides of local scenes to j of Lynn, a grandson Donald Hall
Turmene. Lewiston. Chairman of Lhe members. The meeting will be. and wife Frances also of Lynn.
Others joining to help celebrate
Parade of Units, Al Plourde, Rockat 8 p. m., in the Bok Nurses
Home. Mrs. Laura Maxim, R. N„ were Mrs. Hall’s sisters; Mrs. Iola
land.
is still recuperating following sur Smith of Cushing and Mrs. Kizgery. and staying with her daugh zie Dolliver of Thomaston; a niece
ter in New Hampshire. Mrs. Jean Mrs Ralph Hoffses and her hus
j Jewett. R. N, as vice-chairman will band of Portland, a grandniece
Edward Donovan Pleased be in charge of the business meet-| Elaine and her husband Elliot Wot
ton ol Fr:endship, and a great
Educational Club—Other ing
—KCOH—
grandniece.
Christine
Wotton,
Fine Features
Miss Marie E. Hudson, chairman. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elliot
The Woman’?” Educational Club > subcommittee on nursing. New- Wotton and Miss Irene Davis of
met at the Farnsworth Museum ; York state Co-ordinating Council Lynn.

On Area School

Mr and Mrs. Hall received many
Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock with on poliomyelitis, sent a memoran
dum, with the following informa nice gifts including a generous
tion: The sub-committee on nurs sum of money.
ing is co-sponsornig a program
with the National League on nurs
ing the patient with poliomyelitis.
The program will be held at TeachPrs CoUege, New Yorx City, April Maine Residents Can Visit

Mrs. Eula Gerrish presiding. A
Immediately after confirmation of his appointment by the Governor's
Council the oath of office as a member of the State’s Supreme Court goodly number was present. A brief
was adm’ntstered to Justice Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., by Governor Cross, business meeting was held and
plans made to hold a food sale soon,
Wednesday.
probably April IlEdward Donovan
was guest
PiSSCOt; BOWerS
speaker and talked on the merits

In All Faiths

Golden Wedding
Cushing Couple Pleasantly
Surprised OnX/ccasicn
Of Their Anniversary

The Maine State Cosmetologists j
j Association will have a meeting

1

'

Health Portal

To Meet Sunday

Open House

Hyde Home March 25
Miss
Phvllis
Adelle
Bowers, of the area school, a common basis 27 t0 Ma>’ 6' Participants should be
nc iniorcet in manv nlocpc
He instructors, supervisors or other key
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles » of lnlerest ln many places
He,
h
j
Residents throughout Maine will
spoke of Rockland as a huh with) people who
return to your agC. Bowers ar.d Stanley Albert Pres llnes running out fifteen perhaps enci’ better prepared for the in- have an opportunity to visit the
cott son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank S more miles to schools in different! stJuction and supervision of per- Hyde Memorial Home, March 25,
Prescott of Rockland, were united directlons, and of how senseless a sonne‘ wbo
care for poliomye during an "Open House” celebration
ln marriage by Rev. George F scheme lt seemed to half provide litis patients. In the last two days
An invitation to visit the center
Preaching cn the topic "The Lost Emery of North Waldoboro in a for these schools in different lo the meetings will be open to hos
is extended by Mrs. Marie I. Preston,
Sheep” Sunday, Rev. George Wood single-ring
pital
administrators,
directors
ol
ceremony
Sunday calities when the children could be
of the Universalist Church illus afternoon. March
16,
at thc j brought into a central school at a)scbooIa of nursing and nursing ser- Executive Director of the Pine Tree
trated the sermon by use of a beau home of the bride’s parents. East 1 cheaper c06t where better grades 'lc* allb directors of public health, Society for Crippled Children and
tiful picture of the same title Waldoboro. They were attended 1 of education could be provided for j ancles. If yo» wou.d like to have Adults, Inc.
placed in the Church Sanctuary. It
yr an(j
0jjgr;es l Bowers , them. Here the classes could be a member of your staff attend this
The center is financed by Easter
was loaned by thecourtesy
of cf Damariscotta, brother and sis- j properly graded with better equip- conference would you write to me
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
ter.|n.iaa. o(
bride. Ronald I ment and teachers as specialists. promptly requesting an application Seal contributions and makes poss
Church and Mr. Wood remarked Bowers was usher.
The bride, all children having equal oppor- blank? As facilities are limited, it ible the facilities of the Hyde Mem
how it had appealed to him when given in marriage by her father, , tuntties of working together to far will be necessary to consider regis orial Home. This is a residential
he sow it for the’ first time while wore an ivory satin and nylon lace better advantage, as now children trants according to nursing and program for rehabilitation and the
attending a prayer meeting at Lit dress of ballerina-length, and car- , have to move on into a changing geographical areas. It would facili- Home can accommodate 50 children.
tia.te planning if applications were' There is a 50 foot swimming pool
tlefield Memorial.
ried a white Bible with a white or- world and must be educated to
“Not only ls the 23rd Psalm very clyd. Hcr attendant wore blue taf- j meet the changes.
filed at an ea
with heated water which is ideal
valuable In our thinking concern feta with a corkage of white car- | It is economical to any commun- Knox Hospital for further Informa for hydro-therapy. On the staff
ing the Shepherd and the sheep,” ria tions
' ity to have a centralized school. In tion, or write to Miss Mar e E are physical, occupational and
Hudson, 501 West Main street, Ro speech therapists, nurses and a res
stated the Minister, “but we should
Mrs. Prescott is a graduate of , !lnity there “ strength, also in the
chester, 8. New York.
as Christians think further
about
ident teacher to provide the special
,
u,
a Waldoboro High School, and the area “h031 a ’*«<* value can be
kr.,Lhe many statements of our blessed
Hospital School of ! obtained for the dollar. The purpose
rare needed by these crippied child
Mrs. C'arence Bennet; of Y.nal-1 ren.
Lord Jesus as he speaks concerning
Mr
Prescott
of
spending
the
tax
money
in
a
sat

the Shepherd and the sheep. While Nursing. Portland
haven, sent in a carton of books fcr
The Hyde Memorial Home will
ls a graduate of Rockland High I isfactory
lsfactor>’ way and preparing chil
chil 
the children’s ward.
the 15th chapter in the Gospel ac
be open to visitors from tw.-thirty
dren to take an active part in life
KCOH
cording to Luke is of interest to all SchbbI’ at,fr-ded ErVant
Strat'
is supposed to be the main object
The Public Health Nurses,ir. this! to live on March 25. Actual treatpersons it has special interest to to“ Businrcs S'*001’ B08’™' a vet"
in any community. Children com- District held a meeting March 19 men; procedures will be demonstra
Univemalist people as it repre- (’ran of World War lr and is em'
ted by therapists, teachers and
’ ing out of these schools properly in the Bok Nurses Home.
sents very decidedly the ideas con- plo-ved as c!frk b' tbe Maine Con
counselors of the Easter Seal cen
, trained can get jobs easily. A cen
tained in the formulations of Uni- tral RaiIri>ad at Rcckland.
tralized type of school seems to be
Mrs. Nina M. Hatch, 72 Main ter.
At
the
reception
Mrs
Douglas
versal Salvation."
"This open house will serve as
the most satisfactory. The towns street Thomaston, who has been as
of Ncrth Waldoboro had
’’I am a great believer in the de-! R
I are consolidating
their schools, sisting in the business office was a dramatic annual report to the
of
the
guest
bock,
and
Mrs
nominations as I believe in the;
'
i This is just another step forward in taken ill and unable to continue people of Maine,” said Mrs. Preston.
three great religious Faiths—Pro- Mildred White cf Rockland the education.
“It will be a report that will showworking for a period of time.
Serving were: Mrs
testantism. Catholicism and Juda-jS'.n table,
Mr. Eonovan’s address was folhow Easter seal contributions are
KCOH—
ism also,” continued Mr. Wood, | Harry Hubbard nnd Mrs Richard lowed by an animated discussion as j Mrs. Marjorie Robinson has been being used.
"for each denomination and each W: on of Portland, Mi s Jean to the feasibility of the area school! working in thc dietary department.
The 1953 Easter Seal campaign,
faith emphasizes great truth. It Mercer cf Bangor, and Miss and it was suggested that educa-, for relief during Mrs. Frye's ab- now in progress, raises funds to
Blanche
Wodka
of
Damariscotta
has been our privilege as a Church
tior.al organizations should get to- sence.
provide services to crippled child
Margaret Mattson dipped gether and carry on plans. Inforof freedom in religion through the Mrs
-kcoh
ren at Pine Tree Camp, Rome as
centuries to emphasize and illus- punch
Thc wedding cake, made mation on this subject can be obAdmissions:
Rcckland:
Mrs. well as the Hyde Memorial Home,
trate the principle of universal sal- by Mrs Charles L Bowers, was tained from the University of (Gertrude Black. Miss Evelyn DillBath.
vatlon. according to what we be- cut by her after th? bride cut the Maine. Box lunch was served at 6 strom, Lewis Hastings and Master
The Pme Tree Society is out to
lleve to be the spirit of free inter- first piece.
Other guests were: o’clock.
Peter Zafiriou; Waldoboro: Mrs
reach its quota of 175,000 before
pretatlon of salvation given us in) Mr and Mrs. Albert P Prescott of
At 7 o'clock Paul Dalrymple of Margery Benner. Union: Mrs. Mu- the end of the campaign on Easter
the Gospel by Jesus the Christ. Bangor, Harry Hubbard. Richard Tenant's Haror showed wonderful rial Heath.
Sunday, April 5.
-KCOH—
When Jesus gives us the Parables Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Shu colored pictures of his travels. His
Discharges:
Rockland:
Mrs.
of the Lost Sheep, the Lost Piece man. Mrs, Arnold Shuman and ship, the Albatross, is sent out un
For social items in The Courierof Silver, and the Prodigal Son in daughter Nancy, Mr and Mrs. Edw der the auspices of the United Charlotte Johnson and baby boy; Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
tf
Mrs. Irene Drake and baby girl;
that 15th Chapter of Luke, we may Mrcwka. sons Edward and Greg- States weather bureau, the object
Maurice
Snow
and
Master
Paul
indeed believe that the Mister is
and Mrs. Emma Robin? in, ail being to obtain the temperature of!
illustrating his own principles o'11 of Portland. Mr and Mrs. Millard . the Gulf stream where it verges Waltz; Port Clyde: Mrs Rose Atfaith when hc cn another occasion
Mr anc| Mrs. Kenneth front the Orand Banks. Newfound- ) kins; Glen Cove; Mrs. Priscilla
SAMSONITE
descriptive talk about them
Kennedy.
said I am come to seek and to save i Mank and daughter Patricia oi land, northward. They followed its Cosla; Camdpnthat which was lost.' Refering in I Farmingdale. Mr and Mrs Frank course as far as Iceland where
LUGGAGE
For social items in The Courierremembrances of
contusion again to the religious g Prescott, Judith White. Mr and weather conditions caused a halt J brlaSlnS
Gazette, Phone 1044. City.
tf I
picture In the Sanctuary, the Min Mrs Michael Mitchell of Rockland. They then turned to Ireland and earlier days
Mary S. L. Taylor
uter remarked joyfully. “And I no Mr. and Mrs, Norman Miller of the slides of that country and
tice in the fine print at the bottom Thomaston. Mrs. Edith F. Spear. Scotland and England were in
of the picture that it is further en Mr and Mrs Irvin C Spear, Mr tensely interesting as were also the!
titled "The Lost Sheep Found.”
and Mrs. Elbert Starrett ar.d Mrs slides on Bermuda which was vis
Great Interest was expressed ln Adelle Stanford of Warren. Mr ited on the homeward stretch of
the services of Sunday, with an and Mrs Earle M Spear of Waldofv
Journey. Mr. Dalrymple's comattendance of 169 persons. Palm boro. Douglas Ross and daughter ments of each picture was greatSunday topic will be "That's That.” R.ta of No Waldoboro. Charles b’ enjoyed by a large audience of

Rev. George Wood Sees Good
In Every Denomination
As He Preached On
“The Lost Sheep”

D.A.R. Winners

Miracle

Jusf W~and RfNSE
Saves you hours. Safe—does
nol scratch or wear. Non-toxic
— non-flammable. Liquid
EASY-AID cleans tarnish from
ornate patterns where ordi
nary cleaners cannot reach.
Retains its strength to the
last drop. Excellent for jewelry.

REMOVES
BURNT-ON FOOD
and GREASE FAST!

Anyone having articles for the
rummage sale to be held Saturday.
March 28 in the Undercroft of St
Peter's Episcopal Church, is re-s
quested to leave them at the Un
dercroft Friday afternoon between
2 and 4 p. m. If they are to be
called for please phone Mrs. Walter
C. Ladd. Tel. 572-J or Mrs. John
M. Richardson. Tel. 1044.
36*38

This is only one
of our outstand
ing shoe styles —
especially designed
to please "young
men” of all ages. Come
in and select the
shoe you want from
oar romplete line.

Advertise in The Courier-G-azette

Cleans ovens, grills, burners like
new, without scrubbing, scraping,

ADMIRAL
CAPEHART

or hard rubbing. Simply spread on

EMERSON
MOTOROLA

EASY-AID with applicator, rinse off,

ond your oven is clean in a jiffy.

8 oz. jor

98«£;
SEITEI-CMRE’S

CzC

$9.75

M oz.
economy size 70C

McLAIN

SENTER-CRANES
36-lt

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY

SHOE STORE
At the Walk-Over Sl»e
<38 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
36-lt

<78 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
•We service What We Sell”
8-tf

Bowers IV. of Damariscotta. Mrs appreciative listeners.
Leavritt L. Mank and Edward
Mrs. Robert Gregory read a deMattson of Waldoboro. The couple ’ lightful humorous selection, of
left by automobile for a trip to I 'Grandma Reading the Newspa-

Florida, and on their return will | Per'
make their home in Rockland.

__

’n a truly professional style,
___

__

___

_

FOR MEN

'

$19.50
25.00
Men’s Journeyer
27.50
j
FOR LADIES
Train Case
$17.50
Ladies’ O'Nite (Feg.)
19.50
Ladies' Wardrobe
25.00
Men’s Quick-Tripper
Men’s Two-Suiter

Button Clubs
Second District Meeting In
Camden On Saturday
The meeting of the Second Dis! trict, Maine Button Clubs, will be

held Saturday
at Megunticook*
Grange HaU. Camden, at 10 a m„ |
and will be in charge of Mrs. Clar
T
ence Leonard of Union.
The program will be presented
by the Tri-County Button Club of
Make it a practice to drop in
Waterville-Oakland
and
Bangor
to our friendly shop for your
Cluba. Mrs. Will Harding of Bruns
wick will give the Tri-County J grooming needs.
! Club's program
Luncheon will be served by the
) ladies of Megunticook Grange.
Decorating committee from the
Tri-County Club, who have finished
i the plana for that meeting are,
I Mrs. Belle Cobb of Searsport, Mrs
Mary Starrett of Warren and Mrs
Alice Tapley of Belfast.
Advertise iu Tlie Oourier-Gazette

Some of the Little Things
That Make the Eig
Difference in Samsoni

Pampered . . . The Way
YOU’ll LOOk This SeaSOfl
And that "Pampered” Look is
so easy to have land to keepi
with our baby-gentle, long
lasting Permanents.

STRONG ENOUGH TO
STKND ON

Permanents, $5. to $15.

KNIGHT'S

GILBERTS

BARBER SHOP

BEAUTY SALON

Roger Knight, Prop.

Helen Oldis Knight, Prop,
TtL. 142

<77 MAIN ST.

1. Cushiony grip fit handles.
2. Streamlined draw bolts w
double safety catches.
3. Precision lock—safe and si
4. Smooth plastic hangers
can't snag clothes

ROCKLAND IW MAIN ST.
36-lt

ROCKLAND

88-M

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Pape Eight

Ground Observers

Lois M. Creighton

Widely Known Thomaston
Woman Comes To End Ot
Well Lived Life

LittleKnownFacts
*» •*

uM

Excellent Progress Made But
Volunteers Needed; Wings
Are Awarded

OUTDOOR
AFOliNO
KNOX COUNTY

The GOC met ln the Civil De
When a long, weU-llved Ufe
fense rooms at the Court House
comes to a close there Is a natural
naval CAHMOBS OF
March 17 when Airman 1 c Joseph
feeUng of sorrow and loss, but,
-»cr.n vaoos
mingled with this, perhaps tran
Allen of Bangor, showed movies
scending it, is the feeling of pride
and an open forum followed.
ln contemplation of a work well!
by
"Wings" were presented to:
done, of the good use of allotted j
■RALPH VJ. 1VLER
Pauline Hutchinson, Supervisor of
time. Such a life was that Just end- j
the local Post; Virginia Chatto.
ed by death on March 14 of Lola
M.Lellan Creighton, cne of Thom-,
One of the most pathetic stories sparrows and Juncos arriving ln
Chief Observer. Women's division;
aston's oldest and most distin
Margaret Pease, Assistant Chief of America's dlssapearing wildlife Knox County exactly on schedule.
Comes the first day of spring
guished citizens, a resident to
observer, Women’s Division; Thom is that of the tiny Key Deer of
each year and I would almost lay
whom the town is Indebted for her
as Moulaison, Chief Observer Florida.
wholehearted Interest In its wel
a bet that a few moments at my
Men's division; Wallace Vinal, As
In the March issue of Outdoor back door wih reveal the sweet and
fare, her example of high princi
sistant Chief Observer, Men's di
ples, her knowledge of its past, her
Sportsman, John Rugg and Rich- encouraging voice of at least one
vision; Esther Graves, Pauline
song sparrow to reward me for flve
able effort in its behalf.
Saunders, Evelyn Clark, Bertha arde LaCoste have written a single
Her family ahd many friends
minutes of listening.
Thurston, Charles Rich, Ralph page article that should touch the
have lost a dear one, the like of
This year they came along with
Clark, Jr., Shirley Steele and heart of every American who have
whom we shaU not see again soon,
a thin layer of moist snew and al
Ethel Hooper.
a thimble full of sporting blood though a few stragglers arrived be
the memory of whose Inspiring
Many others are ehgible for running through their veins.
personaUty with its never-falling
fore St. Patrick’s day the bulk of
"Wings.” However, due to the
Apparently the last remaining the migration didn't show up with
love and loyalty, wide interests, su- i
fact that the records were burned herd of these little deer are being their Uttle slate colored compan
perior intellect, and broad sympa
ln the fire of Dec. 8. lt is neces doomed to extinction by poachers, ions with Juncos, until Friday
thies will be ever cherished.
WATER BEWITCHED
IS SHIPBOARD SLANfc ROB
sary for these observers to con who even set fire to the brush on morning.
Bom May 9, 1866 she was the
WEAK TEA
tact Mrs. Chatto at phone 970 the few Islands of the Florida Keys
daughter of Susan Letitia Malcolm
Thanks are extended to these loyal to which they stiU cUng in order
'HpC
tHyleri of Cushing and Capt. Wil
Deputy
Commissioner
Earle
citizens who gave their time under to get them within rifle shot.
Uam McLellan Hyier. a descendant
________________
Bradbury will be the principal
In 1947 lt was estimated that 70 speaker at the coming March meettrying conditions. The wish is
of one of Thomaston’s first settlers.!________________________________
of
these deer comprised the only ! ing of the Knox County Fish and
hls
youth
admiringly
^pressed
for
them
to
continue
to
She was educated ln the town whicj1 Per charm and grace emi- Snow ln
aid in this necessary part of Civil known herd ln exlstance.
schools and Abbott Academy. Like nently fitted her. Her work in cre wrote:
[ Game Association in West RockPresent figures indicate there j port.
many Thomaston daughters of that ating interest in the reproduction “For mine the fiber or your soul 1 Defense.
The new Observation Post is lo are but about 24 left and no prom
time her education was enriched of MontpeUer as a memorial to
A growing interest among local
when facing life's illusions,
by sea trips to other lands, even by General Henry Knox was a telUng For mine the mood within your cated ln the cupola of the Yacht ise ln sight that the law makers, sportsmen in the proposed pheawho
daily
vote
millions
for
foreign
that voyage of voyages of those factor in the realization of that
i sant rearing program for 1953 will
heart at noontide of Thanks Club at the Public Landing. In
sufficient manpower is the present projects wlU even consider a few j find Mr. Bradbury giving fuU dedays, the trip around "The Horn,” | prOject
givings,
problem. An appeal ls made to all dollars of protection to keep the l tails and ready to answer all quesher father, affectionately known as
Within the last few years, bur For mine your handsome ripe old
Key Deer from oblivion.
| tions at the meeting.
“Biliie-Mac," being a successful sea
age. the grandeur of j’our spirit, civilians to donate two hours of
The mature Key Deer stands
captain of
outstanding ability. dened though she was by her 80- ! That has matched your matchless their time.
The frequency of
The association Is fortunate ln
sUghtly over two feet high. Bucks I getting such fine co-operation from
Early ln Hfe she suffered the loss odd years and virtually confined to
autmun with an Indian sum w’hich depends upon the number
her four walls by her infirmities,
of her mother.
of volunteers available. However, will weigh about 30 pounds, does the executive personnel of the
mer soul.”
around 20. FuU gTOw-n they are Maine Fish and Game Department
In 1886 she was married to she still proved herself the "Mag
Her family goes ou in the persons none will be expected to serve any
Charles A Creighton, also of this nificent Kitty,” when, determined of her daughter, Letitia Creighton more than one two-hour shift in about the size of a coUie dog and and can show their appreciation
town, and lt ls pleasant to recall not to sit idly by indulging in use Weston, her grandchildren, Lois two or three weeks. Much credit the tiny fawns are about the size best by a good turnout.
• • • •
the handsome and gay young cou- ; less regrets, she rose up single- Creighton Abbott, Joanna Creigh Is due the members of the Business of our cottontaU rabbits.
Every American citizen should
Mountaineer, taking hls grown
pie as weU as the resulting happi- ' handed to save the Old Church on ton WlUlmetz, James Alexander and Professional Women's Club,
ness of their union. The delightful the HUI from threatened destruc and Malcolm Llnnell Creighton, which ts the first organized group remsmtoer the fate of the Carrier son to school for the first time:
Pigeon. and Insist that the Key “My boy’s arter lamin'. What have
life of the home they founded, with tion. It was an amazing undertak and several great grandchildren.
to give their full co-operation.
Deer aBQglve first priority for lm- you got?”
its freedom, its generous atmos ing, amazingly done, almost en
Thursday morning. Airman Allen
medlaW ’protection.
Teacher—"We offer Arithmetic,
phere of kindness and fun, its tirely by her personality written
i showed movies, pertaining to the
appeals,
and
with
the
successful
Wildlife experts consider the English, Trigonometry. Spelling.
V.
A.
News
Letter
warm welcome, its good living with
GOC,
to
the
combined
classes
of
herd safe from extinction only Etc.”
openhanded hospitaUty extended result of preserving the venerable
Mr. Barnard, at the Rockland High
when their members have been
Mountaineer—“Just
give
him
alike to the friends of their four landmark at least for many years The Veterans Administration School.
raised to at least 200.
some of that thar Trlggernometry;
children as freely and fully as to to come. It was indeed a labor ol
The
many
questions
asked
fol

Outlines Educational Set
•• • •
He’s the worst shot in the family."
their own friends from far and love on her part, but, as she with
lowing the movie depicted unusual
• • • •
up Now In Effect
See by the papers that MarshaU
wide, stands out as one of Thom her inimitable humor deprecatlngly
interest
shown
by
the
students.
put
lt.
“
only
one
old
wreck
going
Since
exploiting
a few of the ac
O.
Harriman
and
son
of
Bucksport
aston's finest traditions. Garden
The Veterans Administration an
Thirty signed as observers and are proposing to revive the wUd complished cats
out to save another." Tire many
around South
ing and oooking were sheer denounced this week some of its rules added to the many other pupils rabbit raising business ln Maine.
Thomaston village this column bids
Ughts lo its mistress and beauty who arc thankful to see it still
regulations to determine who have been active, represents
A recent blU Just approved by fair to contain a series of Items
of the one and the excellence of standing as a familiar part of the and
landscape
will
always
be
reminded
the cats oi our countryside, for
whether Korean veterans already a large percentage of the student the Legislature permits the props- j
the other are rightfuUy another
by It of what was accomplished by are qualified ln the courses they body. "Wings” were presented to gallon of wild rabbits on ocean I hear from someone most every
tradition of the town
the following: Milton Glad. Janice islands without fences.
day who likewise owns a fine
Always deeply concerned for the one of Indomitable spirit, and cour apply for under the education and
The venture is not a new ons for "tabby."
training provisions of the Korean Beal, Harold Cummings, June
public good and ready to lend her age in the face of odds
Gardi, Janice Hutchinaon, Helen Mr. Harriman and he ls now
I do not feel too reassured in this
Her lifetime, while enjoyed by OI BUI.
influence
and
talents,
Mrs
her
to
the
utmost
with
never
a
mo

Under the law, the veteran must Pinkerton, Marilyn Keefe, Ray scouting about Penobscot Bay ln combination of cats, birds and
Creighton was
identified with
practically every local interest. She ment of boredom to the very sett- select his final goal before enter- mond Wixson. Josie Soboleskl and search of a suitable uninhabited mice, but will try to keep them
Island upon which to start hls separated.
became State Regent of the Daugh ing of her sun. was not, however,’ ing training, according to M. L Pat Achorn.
Looking through an old scrap
bunnies.
ters of the American Revolution in all sunshine. In it she knew the Stoddard, manager of the VA cenMr. Harriman figures 1000 head book recently I came upon an In
the early 1900’s. an office for shadews as well, even bitter sorrow ter at Togus. It may be an edu- course In bookkeeping.
A veteran who applies for a below of breeding stock should produce teresting clipping of “Bozo,” a six
in the grievous losses of her be- cational goal, such as the attalntoed tiger tom cat who belonged
8TATE OF MAINE
loved husband and her four fine ment of a college degree; a profes- -college trade or technical course ' about 10,000 in one year,
Offl.t Of Secretarv Of State
sens. Charles, Janies. Robert and sional one, such as law or medicine that consists largely of shop prac-i Down this way rabbits appear to to Miss Carolyn Williams of Dark
Augusta. March 12, 1963.
tice will be denied training if;
J be at the bottom of their cycle and Harbor.
Notice is hereby given tliat a Pe her firstborn, Malcolm, who died or a vocational goal, such as maIt seems that Bozo was Just or1. He has previously completed I wouldn’t know where to start ln
tition for the Pardon of SIDNEY in infancy, also in the death of a chinist or draftsman.
H. DAVIS, convicted of the crime granddaughter, Elizabeth Creigh
Stoddard said the veteran must a similar school course for the same flndlng 1000 of these hard hunted binary, a rough and ready fighter
animals.
I °ut unusually polite and quiet
of Unlawfully having ln his pos- ton White, in the lovely bloom of list his previous training and ex occupation.
s.ss.on six certain lobsters, now young womanhood, losses which perience on the application form,
2. He has at any time In the
For several years there used to ! around the house.
pending before the Governor and
Council, and a hearing thereon wlU she bore with all the strength of so that VA can rule whether he Is past held a Job as a qualified work be a few on Spaldings Island at1 One day after a short visit
neighborhood Bozo
be granted in the Council Cham her character and its fortitude, un already qualified for the objective man ln the same trade for which he the mouth of “Weskeag river, then, around the
requests training. However, if the a family of foxes Invaded the came home in a state of great emober at Augusta, on Wednesday, the tinged bj’ harshness
selected.
third day of June, 1963, at ten
tic dashed hither and yon
For example, if he already is new occupation ls at a higher level island one winter and I haven't
To ocst sum lt all up. lt seems
o'clock A M.
and duite uf“et his mistress with
as if she truly typified the New- trained as a bookkeeper or account he would be permitted to train seen a rabbit track there aince.
HAROLD I. GOSS.
his most unusual actions. Finally
33-T-39
Secretary of State England of which our own Wilbert ant, VA will not approve a school for It.
3. He has completed an on-theLike the famous swallows of Capdespair she took him to the door
Job training course which qualifies Istrano, I was glad to see the song and wer‘t outside with him.
him ior his desired objective, either
COLUMBIA INSURANCE COM
UNITED FIREMEN’S INSUR
In the locality where training was
PANY OF NEW YORK
ANCE CO. OF PHILA.
completed or where It Is to be ta
New York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1S62
ken.
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1952
Bonds,
*3932,27743
*7.113,434 88
Stoddard also outlined conditions Stocks,
1,092,25104 Bonds.
2995.429 66
which will result ln disapproval of Cash and Bank Deposits. 322.120.52 Stocks,
Cash and Bank Deposits, 567.01036
Institutional on-farm
training. Agents’ Balances or Un
collected Premiums,
507,402.92 Agents' Balances or Un
They Include:
collected Premiums,
435575.12
Other Assets,
1C652228
1. A veteran who Is successfully
Other Assets.
71,046.66
conducting a farm operation sim
Total Assets,
*5,38057388
Total Assets,
*10912566 58
LIABILITIES SURPLUS AND
ilar to the one he wants to train
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
for. Also. If he successfully Han
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses.
*394,446.00
dled such an operation In the rea Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Los es,
*732.342.00
sonable past, hls application would
ment Expenses.
46295 00 Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
85.470.00
Reserve for Unearned
be turned down.
Premiums,
2954.166 97 Reserve for Unearned Pre- 2. One who previously attended
mi urns,
5,090362.47
Reserve for Taxes
83230.00
a school which gave Instruction in All Other Liabilities,
151975.00
17684673 Reserve for Taxes,
All
Other
Liabilities,
222.208.04
practical agriculture
along the ■
Total Liabilities,
*3,653973 70
lines of the proposed course.
Total Liabilities.
*6382.24751
3. A veteran who has held a Job Special Surplus Funds,
Contingency Reserve, *139.819 62 Special Surplus Funds
as teacher of subjects similar to Capital Paid Up,
Contingency Reserve, *32791265
(1.000.000 00
the ones he wants to study.
Capital Paid Up,
2,000,00000
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus) ,
1.166.980.56 Unasslgned Funds
(Surplus),
2302,436 42
For social Items ln The Courier Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders.
*2.306.600.18
Gazette. Phone 1044, City.
tf
PoUcyholders.
4930.34907
Total,
*5960573 88
ST. PAUL FIRE A MARINE
Total,
*10912566 58
36-T-42
INSURANCE COMPANY
36-T-42
111 West 5th St.. St. Paul, 2. Minn.
PIHENIX INDEMNITY CO.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1962
U. S. Branch
New York, N. Y.
Bonds,
*61.036.128 42
PHCENIX ASSURANCE CO, LTD.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1962
Stocks,
47.769.396 00 Bonds,
New York. N. Y.
*12.368,310.61
Real Estate Owned.
3382932.14 Stocks,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1962
4.687969 07
Mortgage Loans on Real
Bonds.
*7.161.08656
Cash and Bank De
Estate,
140.93446
’
190559350
posits,
866.472 71 Stocks.
Cash and Bank De
Real Estate Owned,
20750000
Agents’ Balances or
posits,
8578276 83
thin my ottwr truck of compiribti ptrtormintul
Cash and BankDeposits, 736.13194
Uncollected Pre
Agents' Balances or Un
miums,
1.826934 54 Agents' Balances or Un
collected Premulms. 738053368 Other Assets.
collected Premiums. 1.480.144 33
362 484 46
Other Assets,
3 416 037 44
Other Assets.
101389 73
Synchro-Silent now standard in every Ford
Now over 190 Ford Truck models—from
Truck model! Overdrive or FORDOMATIC
Total Assets.
*19940.17136
Pickups to 55.000 lb. G.C.W. Big Jobs!
Total Assets,
*129.60433797
Drive available in half-tonners (extra cost)!
Total Assets.
>11591.74608
Choose the one right Ford Economy Truck
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
for your work!
«
OTHER FUNDS
New overhead-volve V-*'» and Six! Plus,
OTHER FUNDS
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses.
*7.272.664.28
Truck V-8 and Big Six ... 5 great engines.
New Ford "Drlverlzed” Cab cuts driver
Reserve for Losses.
*1.05636700
Reserve for Losses. *11.790971.63 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Only FORD Trucks offer V-8 or Six choice.
fatigue! New curved one-piece windshield!
Reserve
for
Loss
Ad

Reserve
for
Loss Ad
ment Expenses.
1.006586 00
New wider adjustable seat with counterNow shorter turning! New set-back front
justment Expenses,
120,060 00
justment Expenses.
767,000.00 Reserve for Unearned
shock snubber! New insulation and quietness!
axle — sharper steering angle—easier, faster
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
5.383.417.26 Reserve for Unearned Pre
maneuvering! New springs, new brakes!
Widest transmission choice in truck history!
miums.
6366.88100
Premiums.
40.491.197.00 Reserve for Taxes.
584.114 08
190530 00
Reserve for Taxes.
3537.288 01 AU Other Liabilities.
9430137 Reserve for Taxes.
P.O.A.P.
All Other Liabilities,
380.749 52
Al! Other Liabilities.
4.062306 34
Total Liabilities,
*14,541.07298
COME IN!
Total Liabilities,
*8.014567 52
Total Liabilities.
*60.654 663 08 Special Surplus Funds
Special Surplus Funds, *1.000.000.00
Contingency Reserve. *837.70631 Special Surplus Funds
SEE THEM
Contingency
Reserve,
*319542 13
Capital Paid Up or Statu
Capital Paid Up or Statu
Statutory Deposit.
500,000.00
tory Deposit.
30.000,000.00
tory Deposit,
2.000.000.00
Unassigned Funds.
Unassigned Funds
Unasslgned Funds
TODAY!
SAVE TIME! SAVE MONEY! LAST LONGER!
(Surplus),
2,747936 41
(Surplus).
47949 57499
(Surplus).
3,061392.10
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
PoUcyholders,
3567.17854
PoUcyholders,
*5599.098 41
Policyholders.
*68,94957486

EVERYTHING

you've ever wanted in a truck—

ALL IN THE GREAT NEW FORD TRUCKS!

roRD/^wTRUCKS

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

118 Park St, Rockland

Total,

*126.604.23797
30-T-M

Total,

*19940.11139
36-T-49

Total.

»U 581.746.08
J8-T-4B

There on the steps was a fluffy
kitten scarcely a week old and Bo
zo spent a blissful half hour moth
ering it.
His Joy was short lived however
for soon a neighbor phoned from a
quarter of a mile away that she
was missing a new kitten.
Miss Williams revealed the fact
that there was a new kitten on her
steps and ln due time the neigh
bor's young son arrived, recognized
his pet and took it away and Bozo
howled.
It was pretty well established
that Bozo was the daddy of the
purloined puss and Miss Williams
insisted that lt was love for hls
off spring that prompted the kid
naping.
•• • •
Remember those small gun metal
and bronze colored bugs who con
gregate In large colonies on fresh
water and spin round and round
In dizzying circles and are per
petually ln motion?
I never Intended to become Inter
ested in the field of aquatic hfe but
these active httle bugs, who look
like drops of blued steel, always
faclnated me for they seem to have
an everlasting buoyancy and ap
pear to move without effort.
Today I received from Col. Wal
ter Porzer a laboratory biologist in
Bloomfield, N. J., a supplement of
Nature magazines that contains
much information of aquatlce hfe
and In lt is full technical data of.
these little water bugs, which are
commonly known as "Whirligig
Beetles” but also carry the dis
tinctive name
of “Write-mynames” and "Apple seeds”.
The data Indicates they are the
most abundant of all surface swim
ming bugs; but listen to this,—
In regard to their use to man
and their share ln nature it says,
"Most interesting scavengers of
the water surface with an abund
ance of common names indicating
they have attracted general atten
tion. Not known to do any particu
lar harm and might well figure ln
mosquito control.”
It's That last line that increased
my respect for them.

Effie Wing Reports

Tells Of Fiftieth Anniversary
Session Of the Maine
Women’s Club Of N. Y.
The Maine Women’s Club of New
York celebrated Its 50th anniver
sary with a luncheon at Nancy
Lord's restaurant March 14 (the
Club was organized March 14, 1903).
Miss Lord ls a member of the Club
and kindly opened her restaurant
for the occasion. The tables were
decorated with yellow daffodils,
gold-colored menus and mint re-v
ceptacles. About 65 members were*
present.
Following the luncheon Miss
Emma Irish gave two humorous
impersonations. Miss Gail Harri
man and Dr. Emma L. Bellows
showed colored slides and moving
pictures of their tour ln Alaska last
summer.
Three new members were re
ceived into the Club: Miss Erva
Giles of Ellsworth, Mains as Hon
orary member. Mrs Bernice Mur
phy Taggert of Portage, Maine and
Mrs. Barbara Fossett Fish of Round
Pond. Maine, became active mem
bers.
The next meeting will be held
April 18 in the Hotel New Yorker.
New officers will be elected. Miss
Elizabeth Johnston, Monologlst will
present “Martha Curtis Goes To
Portland.” A boat ride around
Manhattan ls scheduled for the
first week in June.
Effie Inez Wing, Sec.

4

and Mrs. Csrleen Nutt served on
the dinner committee.
Mrs. Lois Anderson and Mrs
Margaret Gregory will be the cihostesses at the Ladies Aid which
meets at the letters home Wed
nesday night.
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FIDELITY

A

DEPOSIT CO.

OF MARYLAND
Baltimore. Maryland

ASSETS, DEC 31. 1962
Bonds.
*28.54297688
Stocks,
1731631802
Real Estate Owned,
3528,497 22
GLEN COVE
Cash and Bank De
The Rockport Extension Associa
posits,
5.457900.03
tion met at the Rockport Baptist Agents’ Balances or Un
collected Premiums,
98833868
vestry, March 19. Dinner was
Other Assets,
983,45432
served canteen style. Mrs. Jeanette
Chester, Mrs. Bernice Freeman
Total Assets,
*56.723.488 12
LIABILITIES, SURPIjUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
THE MERCANTILE INS. CO.
Reserve for Leases.
*3,50355696
OF AMERICA
150 William St. New York. N. Y. Reserve for Loss Ad
justment Expenses,
640,64456
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1952
Bonds.
*8.122 13997 Reserve for Unearned Pre 16.795.040
66
mlums.
Stocks,
3533.715.00
1,796.700.00 .
Cash and Bank Deposits, 653,033.18 Reserve for Taxes,
1.056.326 10
All Other Liabilities,
Agents’ Balances or Un
collected Premiums,
74197931
*27 ,091368 27
Total LiabUities,
Other Assets.
269287.73
Special Surplus
2319.000.00
Funds,
Total Assets,
*13310,256.09
Capital Paid Up or
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
3.000.000 00
Statutory Deposit,
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses,
*948.640 00 Unasslgned Funds
23.413317 86
(Surplus).
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Surplus as Regards
ment Expenses,
91.999 00
PoUcyholders,
*28.63221785
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
5.828.04398
*65.723,486 12
Total,
Reserve for Taxes,
383.540.00
36-T-42
AU Other Liabilities.
373.230.82
*7.623516 80 THE CAMDEN FIRE INSURANCE
ASSOCIATION
1.000.00000
Fifth A Federal Sts., Camden. N. J.
ASSETS DEC 31, 1952
4.686.738 29
Bonds,
*16,732.00797
13 630504 30
*5.686.73839 Stocks.
Real Estate Owned,
328,107 56
*13.310355.06 Mortgage Loans on
Total.
Real Estate,
85 506 62 “
36-T-42
Cash and Bank DeSAINT PAUL-MERCURY INposits.
2.146.40732
DEMNITY COMPANY
Agents' Balances or Un
St. Paul, Minn.
collected Premiums. 2,43820880
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1952
Otlier Assets.
447.647 86
Bonds.
*44.946312.28
Stocks.
856198800 Total Assets.
*34.607390 43
Cash and Bank De
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
posits,
196255036
OTHER FUNDS
Agents' Balances or Un
Reserve for Losses,
*3.068.285 00
collected Premiums. 7.09354748 Reserve for Loss Ad
Other Assets.
1389.102 80
justment Expenses,
219970 43
Reserve for Unearned
Total Assets.
*83.968.85095
Premiums.
16.585270.85
LIABELITIES. SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Taxes
87350000
OTHER FUNDS
All Other Liabilities.
7835U 89
Reserve for Losses.
*25354.167 39
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Total LiablUties.
*21235537 97
ment Expenses.
4.118.679.00 Special Surplus Funds. *1259338 82
Reserve for Unearned PreCapital Paid Up or Statu
20957,01791
mlums.
tory Deposit,
2500.000.60
1,016500.00 Unasslgned Funds
Reserve for Taxes.
A11 Other Liabilities,
1373,473 46
(Surplus),
9.71231354
8urplus as Regards
Total Liabilities,
*S2 519537.65
PoUcyholders.
*10^47150246
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit,
*3.000.000 00
Total,
*34 507390.43
Unasslgned Funds
33-T-39
(Surplus),
8.14651390
COLONIAL
FIRE
UNDERWRIT

Surplus at Regards PolERS. Branch of
lcyholders,
*11.14651330
NATIONAL FIRE INS. CO.
OF HARTORD
Total,
*6396855096
Hartford. Conn.
3O-T-36
ASSETS. DEC 1962
INDEMNITY INSURANCE COM Bonds.
*48.272.001 77
PANY OF NORTH AMERICA
Stocks.
46,180457.49
Philadelphia, Penn.
Real Estate Owned,
2.496.46356
Mortgage Loans on
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1962
Real Estate.
17350090
Bonds.
*87.406 26495
Stocks.
68.444,71890 Cash and Bank De
posits.
6.04191273
Cash and Bank De
posits.
7537,04551 Agents' Balances or
Uncollected
Pre

Agents’ Balances or Un
miums.
5.766.600 44 ,
collected Premiums,
9.424.54162
98050B.44/
Other Assets.
2 356.02161 Other Assets,

Total Liabilities.
Capital Paid Up.
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
Surplus aa regards
Policyholders,

Total Assets.
8196.487.59159
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses.
*53.16830190
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
720093100
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
*752153190
Reserve for Taxes.
2588589 00
AU Other Liabilities,
2.84822893

Total Assets.
*109,880,430.42
LIABHJTIE8. 8URPLUB AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses, *1226654396
Reserve for Loa* Ad
justment Expenses. 194193090
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
5059799460
Reserve for Taxes,
3.100,183 36
All Other LiabUities.
145094636

Total LiabUities.
67540.43837
Total Liabilities, *108.43636098 Special Surplus Funds
Special Surplus
Reserve for Contin
Funds.
*2794221078
gencies,
*7.000.00090
Capital Paid Up or Statu
Capital Paid Up or
tory Deposit.
890090090
Statutory Deposit.
590090090
Unassigned Funds
Unasslgned Funds
(Surplus).
30,000,00000
(8urplus),
___
3036090346
Surplus as Regards.
Surplus as Regards Pol
Policyholders.
*62.04231078
icyholders, •
*42.0909081^^
Total,

*166,46799196
30-T-3*

Total,

*106956.430 42

